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MISS STARKS WILL
REPRESENT COUNTY
AT BERRY FESTIVAL

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over-Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon June 5, 1941

COMPLETE COVeRAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL CAtLOWAY. COUNTY NEWS

Strawberry Queen I

To Compete For Title
Of Festival Queen- With 16 Others
-

HUTCHINS DELIVERS
BACCALAUREATE
SERMON SUNDAY

TEACHERS NAMED
IN COUNTY SCHOOLS
FOR COMING YEAR

139 Seniors Take Part
In Murray College
June Exercises

15 New Teachers.
And Three New
Principals Chosen

1.0••.•11•••••••••••Wmp.

Vol. LXI; No. 23
Queek Meets
Governor at "June
Dairy Month" Fete

TOBACCO SALESOVER 5 MILLION
LBS. MORE IN 1941
Increases of.Various
Floors I District
Sho
Report

Paducah's big event of the- IslamIn a baccalaureate sermon de-Eighteen new teachers, includin
Tobac
for this year on
-the sixth annual Western Kenlivered June 1 to the 139 seniors
three
principals,
have
been
.emthe
1
floors in this distucky Strawberry ' Festival-will
who will receive degrees today
ployed
to
teach
in
the.
Calloway
5.
trict
18,481.
1pOunds more
take plate this week-end, with
from Murray State College. inCounty schools next year, the term
than thy wee last year-, accotd'Murray being prominently reprecluding 21 from this county, Dr.
of 1941-42, according to T. C.
ing to a repot released this week
sented.
William J. Hutchins, St. Louis,
Arnett, superintendent.
by L.
Ve le. general manager
Mo.. former president of Berea
This county's repreiehtiitIve
of the
astern Dark Fired TobacCharles Baugh, a former teacher.
Colley, advised college suraduates
Miss Urbana Starks who was.
„co_
Alma, has been named-prunes
to "settle down" in their respective
chosen Strawberry Queen in th
of that school.
Incre s -ot the various floors
communities and to "swear ,allegi,atecent county-wide contest. Mtss
are: Mu ray, 12,133,070 lbs.: MayThe three new principals em&nee to humanity". •
-Starks left for Paducah this,mornfield.'
•2 3,792' lbs.; Paducah, 269,ployed are Edward Curd, Faxornt
ing for the three-day event, which
.Dr. Hutchins, father of two col562 lbs.; and Paris. 502,057,
Theron Riley. Kirksey; and Pat
opens today and runs through Satlege presidents, took his text SunMr. V ale. in his report, said,
urday night.
Anothm_picture of a recently build home on Olive Blvd., showing McCuiston, New Concord.
day from the Scriptural account
Pleasant Valley and East Shanvery "uccess.ful
"We he had
of Joseph'g -establishment of his the type of home that can be built at a small cost This home is modern
On her trip to Paducah, and durcombined
schools
have
been
non
season
this year, due to the fact
in construction, having all available features and comforts. A home
family in Nazareth. ,
ing her stay there and her rewith the New Concord school.
that the '1940 crop was larger than
turn trip home Miss Starks will
"What' going to happen to you. similar to this can be built through the new FHA amortizing type of
New teachers added are: Frances
the 1939 crops and export purbe the guest of The Sun-Democrat,
when you go to iffrareth?" he loan for a few dollars a month.
Chapel;
Maud
Suiter, Brooks
chases- were much less.
Ledger .& Times and West Kenasked.
Woodall, Chestnut Grove; Mrs.
.,_ -"We aiseepted 1700 new members
tuckian. At Paducah: the queen
The speaker warned his hearers
Beulah Wilkins. Center Ridge;
and handled 72.6 per cent of the
will be at the HeteUrvin Cobb:
_
Odelle Hodges Vance, Heath; Roy
that they 'must be prepared for
tobacco grown in 1940 in the WesOakley, Palestine; Forotha Geerin,
shoks, ghastly cr4elties, .and . in
Miss Starks was one of 17 queens
tern District, a total of 18,156,019
justices, but he mutiOned them
selected to represent-Aseireennmigfe-word
his-buili- ir-great and Russell- Chapel+ carystsue Palmer..
poundir.----Advancee'Vere iiiede to
against acquiring a "martyr Comties at the Paducah Festival.; This
ionic nation. Since. the hewing Of legs to build the first Spring Creek; Grade L. Alorris,
grower - members on 8,912,220
Cciffille''Mae
colored;
Pleasant
Hill;
plex" merely because of enduring Pilgrim
morning she will compete with the
pounds of tobacco at an average
homes in our .land by: our _hardy forefathers, Caudill Stacker, colored,' Pine
Funeral rieevices, were held- Sat- suffering.
other 16 for the title of Festival
of $7.50 per cwt.
- •
"home"
has
been
a
symbol.American
Pottertown;
_independence;
Arabella
Cook,
Bluff;
of
$50.
College
Dr.
Hutchcash'
award
graduates,
Queen and a
urday afternoon at the First Chris"We ,have mane, this year, final
ins said, should "live in the world strength, initiative, and character. Every substantial au- Mrs. Hilda Street, Almo; Mrs.
All 17 of the Queens will take part tian
distribution on the 1931 crop of
Church for 'Mrs. Thomas P. and for the world, but not. OF the
in the many events arranged for Cook, 79, wife of
thority will tell you .that the family Who owns ite-eivn Raymond Story, Almo; Mrs. Homer
tobacco and at a previous date we
former Circuit
G. . Radford, .Kitiraer, Hallene
Miss
Nancy
are
Pictured
above
the program; the -Queens being Judge :Cook and the mother of the world".
home is the baCkbone of our nation. There is a feeling cif Srnittr- Kirksey; and Dale Parker,
made final distribution on the
"There are plenty of college girls
-Norris, Guthrie, whb Was chosen 1932- crop. Thla reward'
--maids of honor to the Festival Mrs. E. J. Beak. The
,
'mu&
services who have never learned the dif- pride in, home ownerShip that ieflects itself in affairs of New Concord.
a
the Student Organization as better than any either tobaceo asQueen.by
Were conducted by the Rev. C. C. ference between cosmetic and cos- community, state, and nation—in our schools
Three new teachers for the Murray tarte's representative at the
and in our
,On Saturday morning at 10 Thompson, pastor, and the Rev. A.
sociatiort's
relative
to
payments
to
mic redemption", he remarked.
churches..
family 'in its own home in quick to sense schools et Stone.- .WoocUawn, and "June Dairy Month" celebration. grower-members. •
o'clock the Festival Queen and the V. Havens, formerly of. Murray.
Landon will be .chosen later, prob- and Governor Keen Johnson who
The first allegiance Of every human_ and intrinsic Values.
maids of honor will ride on floats Burial was in the City Cemetery.
"We
-have
gained
the
respect
and
ably about July 1. - "' graduate should be to God and
proclaimed June as "Dairy Month".
. in the Festival parade. Saturday
Some of the eighteen teachers A reception Vas held on the confidence of all the Loan Agencies
Mrs. Cook, who since the death to humanity, he said.
Our back log of homes has heltrour greal-nation toWe have had dealings with and
night the Queen and her maids of her husband in 1934 ha' made
who
have
been
addare
new
ones
"We shall have to take some at- gether through lean years and years of prosperity, and
Capitol lawn Tuesday morning.
will be guests of honor.at the an- her home with her daughter. Mrs. titude .. toward
ed to the list and some are to re- May 27, at 10 a.'m. and pictures have been highly,cpmplited by humanity", the has
-bewill
them
on the way •our Association
which
remained-the one value that:haa-not:-substentiallY Place former teachers. ,a;:he comnual Queen's - BaltElmus- Beale on. Main Street. died formee__Therea- executive emphawere taken - of the Governor and
at the _Hotel Irvin Cobb.
changed
plete list of teachers who will be the queens- front. Muliels- sib:eats has been operated in the past, and
Thursday nightot.the Beale home, sized.
.
_
on our effort and willingness to
at
employed in this county's school
On each night of the
The attitude' of "my country
She .was_the__daughter_of. Jitney
sell• Sobaewa-ateall-tisnee. We- haveResistea..tha_ras.ny---financial.-benefits 48 owaingt-yo
system nog-year_ Is as follows:
sirtrelOrk:thera will be If giant sits- E. and Harriet B. Holton,
right
-of
iii,
he
described
as
coming
been especially praised by Dr. J.
Backusburg, Frances Suiter.
play of fireworks. On Friday night to Murray with her father while "super patriotistn" that has caused 'home, there is that sense of seetlYity and that just-pride
B. Hutson, who is now the head
Brooks Chapel, _Maud Woodall.
there will be a street dance. The quite young. Her father was prin- -practically every mistake that this in the knowledge of your importance to your cominunity.
of
the Commodity Credit Corpora- ;Chestnut Grove, Eufaula Orr.
crowning of the Festival .Queen cipal of the Murray High School republic has committed".
There never has been, and probably never will be,
Lion,
the agency which handlosouss
Center Ridge, Mri, Beulah Wilkwilt take_place at 8...iiclock 'Thurs, In the late Ors. She married
President
Richmond
presided
the opportunity to build a home in Murray na reasonably ins.
flifiticlel arrangements and preJudge
day night at Barkley Park, preced- Thomas P Cook who served as over the exercises, which includes
pares our schedule- of advances.
Ferrest.
Cherry. Lourelle
ing the fireworks display On Fri- Circuit Judge for 12 years At the the processional and recessional and as easily financed as now through the new FHA apDz. Hutson has been especially nice .
Edge Hill, Rebecca Armstrong.
day morning there will be a Kid- time of Judge took's death they by the college orchestra, bendic- propriation recently authorized by our beloved President,
Funeral services will be held to- to us in this way.
Heath, Odell: Hodges Vance.
die and Pet parade, with prizes of- were residing in Hopkinsville. Ky. tion and - invocation by the Rev. who, even in this horrible world crisis, pauses to set up
"I sincerely hope that the As.
Independence, Kenton Woodall., day at 2:00_ o'clock at the Sinking
fered.
• Mrs Cook left five children.-Mrs Sam P. Martin and a sel.ection by the machinery- to- release easily available funds-for all.to
•
willshe -able to carry on
.-msr
WS.
Chiltell
Bird
1ST
SPring,
Otho
Wiricheiter.
Kirks
Ridge,
the
A
Capella - CitclieWiid the Girls'
The Festival program
Elmus Beale of this cifv. wife of
build homes; realizing that now', as in the past, the future
Arthur Flippo, WhO died Tuesday. -in- the future, and keep on as
later.
Landon,
to
be
chosen
Glee
Club
Thursday morning: Strawberry Elmus peak; Maude. wife of Corn-.
Macedonia, Velma Grey Douglas, June 3 at her home one and, one- high a plane as it has in the past.
At the commencement' exercises of our nation clepends on home,nittl, too, because of his
Queen selected frops among Opus- 'Monwealth Attorney Flavlus 13.
which„I am sure it will. It is MY' _
McCuiston, Mary Belle Moore. 'half miles west at MurSay ,.
monaing.Dr_Charles
Welsh,
realization-that
homes
human
daieldifzikel-opinion that the Association Will 'Martin or. Isfayfialii. 103/trisr-Ceok.
:Mew Provide/lee, Rfarie wgn
-pastor_ orthe-Foarttr-Avenue Pres, values -86---necessgry"-to-A great-nattan straggling
be
able M. get- a- higher advance
against Miller.
afternoon: Carrrilla, of Austin. Tex.: Thomas D.' Cook, byterian
Thursday
cinoma.' this year due to the crop reduction, months and died with
Church in Louisville,
Brazilian Bombshell, performs atop who lives in Michigan.. and Gran- spoke on "Spiritually Understand- almost insurmountable difficulties.,
Palestine, Roy Oakley.
Sinking and to a
She was a member oflaw that has been passed --- 100-foot pole, doing arerobatics and ville St Cook, public accountant ing A Disordered World."
Russel, Chapel, Dorotha Geurth.
Spring Baptist Church.
,Let us pause and .reflect upon this home ownership
which
permits the Commodity •
who resides in Cleveland, Ohiotrapeze stunts.
Chrysteile Palmer.
Spring-Creek,
Thurman,.
-Rev,
Rev.
J.
H.
A.
E.
Students
from
this
county
whet
—what it means to us, our families, our friends, our
Credit Corpoartion to lean up tc*--Strawberry She, is also survived by a brother,
night:
, Thursday
Shady Hill, Mrs. Lala Watson.
Lassiter, and Rev. C. W.' Law- .81 per cent of parity. it formerly
„degrees today are:
neighbors, and our nation. Most of us have entertained- a
Queen crowned in ceremony at M. D. Holton of Murray and •
Stone, to be chosen later,
rence will conduct the services to- was 73 per cent parity.”
Barkley Park--8 p. n. Carmita sister. Mn, Carrie H. Ward of Mbsgrees
yearning for a home of our own,`promising ourselves that
Thompson. Lowell Gingles.
day. Burial will be in the Sink_
California.
Desiree Murrell Blalock, Murray; someday we were going to do something about it. Today
Utterback, Ruth 0. Crider.
Fire Works. ,
•
ing Spring Cemetery.
Woodlawn, to be chosen later.
Friday. morning; Kiddie and Pet
Mrs. Coot left .a host of friends Desiree
Jeffrey
Fair, Murray; —and now—is the accepted
other surBesides
her'
husband,
time: Why_lloard your rent
both here and in
Pleasant Hill (col), Grace L. vivals of Mrs. Flippo are three
Parada-10 a m.
Hopkinsville Georgia Juarez Furgerson, Murray;
where she took an active part in Wilson Gantt, Murray; Virginia receipts, wander gypsy-fashion from house to house-r-a Morris.. ,
Friday afternoon: Carmita.
daughters. Miss Eron Flippo, MurFire- the work of the Christian Church Mae Grant, Murray; Virginia Ann nomad--seeking the comforts and conveniences you will
Pine Bluff .(col), Connie Mae ray, Miss Dorothy Mae Flippo,
Friday night: - Cattnita.
_ 'Works-3 p. m. Street dance-9 p. of which she was a life member Miller, Hazel; Loris Nell Outland, never find except in a 'home of your. own? Why not take Caudill Stacker.
Murray, and Mrs. Robert Cherry,
Dexter, Beurdean Wrather, Lau- Little Rock, Ark.; one son. Macel
Henry Perry, the same amount you are now paying for
"rn s-Krystal Smith Studio Revue. She never lost her :interest in Murray; Claernce
rent
and
use
'it
rette Tarry .
'Flippo. Detroit; one half-sister,
SatuP4y morning: Strawberry music, a subject she taught in her Murray; William Franklin Pollard,
early youth at the old Institute •Murray; Tennie Wilson Rogers, to pay for your own home—new, clean, and modern—
Outland, Estelle Outland, Rose Mrs. Lizzie Orr. , Murray; two
Festival Parade-10 a: m.
here.
•
with
Henry.
Lynn
all the little comforts you and your family have
Grove; Dorothy Kathryn
brothers. Ernest .,Jackson, Detroit,
Saturday afternoon: Carmita.
Pottertown, Paulene S. McCoy, and Jesse Jackson, Flint, Mieh.; and
Shultz, Murray.
Saturday night: Fireworks-8 p.
wanted and deserved these past years?
Arabella
Cook,
three
on
Hohalf-brothers, Frank Jackson.
Queen's
Ball
m. Carrnita.'
Dr. Richmond. in a recent interview, enlarged upon
SA Decrees
Vancleave, Hewlett Cooper, 7E.- Marshall County, Arthur and Bab
tel Irvin, Cobb. riwpf.10 p. as.
- WESTERN EWES AVATLAsuir- - 'Charlotte
a
statement by Mayor Hart regarding "A city of Homes",
Virginia, Ousek- DtilrISee "Teachers." Page 6)
/ICU*, Calloway County.
ray: James Coleman Hart,
which was recently published in this paper,
,.bYitatint:
Any one ,wanting Western Ewel Eleanor Gatlin. Murray. Billarregi
----— First, let me say what our college means to-sturray, arid then -YWshould sontact any official ef the ▪ In Home
Economics
will understand that ouf opinion is of some importance in such a matCalloway County Farm Bureau or
Swinging into the first week of -.
Dorothy Nell Stark Outland ter The Murray Siete Teachers College, since it was founded here in
John T Cochran. county agent, at Kirksey.
June the _county political races apMurray, has brought to our of:immunity a girlie-wealth in both manethe county Extension Office, at
pear
to be getting well under way'
tary and human values. acme $104•000 was Pfiginalts invested in the
once. -,
1See "Grads", Page 61
with candidates appearing on every
first administrative buildthie, rThee ',fiat time, to date, in excess of $3,•
Fox and Fox, evaniellsts. Will
available sign post, barn and tele262.939.43 has been spent in construction, _and another building is imbegin m revival 'meeting with the
phone pole.
mediately contemplated at a cost of $12.500021-waotal investment in your
First Baptist Church of Murray
community of over $2,387,939.43.
Tvienty-eight candidates have of.
June 15. This evangelistic psOy
This building program was, and is being done, in Murray largely
daily announced in the Ledger
consists of father and son, Dr.
through local dealers. Second, a great institution such as this must mainas' TImes subleet to the action of
Arthur Fox, preacher, and Paul
tain a large faculty and maintenance division. This, with our student
-Deittleratic primary to be held
Fox, son, director of music and
body, brings an influx of over $400,000 annually to the businesses of
August .2.
personal worker. These men have
WASHINGTON, May • '91-Farm.
our city.
L. Robertson. Charlie Adams,
been used. and am being used
are famous for being cryptic.
A city of homes, with all that it implies..leuds a substantial in
Wendell Patterson and Carl Kingoften throughout th country ha
tion to bo ,mrents
,
and students to rienlibind attend Murray State Tea- The gentle Vice President Wallace,
ins complete the slate for sheriff
• evangelistic meetings. , „
chers College. where enviroment meani much in the moulding of the burly Secretary of Agriculture
and.„-preaent indications are that
'Dr. Arthur Fox, haik_held some
character and citizenship. Families who are seeking a cultural' back- Claude R. Wickard are no excepthese four gentelmen will be all
of the most influential pastorates
ground for :tbeir sons and_slauenters on visiting our city are ehttithiled tions. Neither is- a well-know
entering.
In outstahdine Baptist churches in
and assured as they drive through our modern, paved, well lighted, and -Kentuckian in -Washington. John
• The Rev. Charles C. Thompson. clean streets. lined with modern, substantial homes, attractively kept B. Hutson. whose star has been
With Mary Russell. Williams in.
the nation; he has for the _last
pastor - of the First' Christian lawns and gardens. Here are few mansions and little awe-inspiring syncline ever since Henry A. Walcumberent, having as opposition
number of years given himself
Church,
willpreach
Celia
Hart Crawfds-d. L. F. Thurat
the II pomp-rather, subitantial homes-that represent a substantial citizenship lice called him to Washington_hi
wholly to the work of an evangeo'clock hour Sunday on the sub- gifted, with civic pride and civic. responsibility. Good. "homey" citizens 1932 to join the staff of the Del;
mon& announcing today seems to
list in which office he has done an
ject "What Shall We Preach to a must permeate this community, is, and must be, the thought-oI a visitor partment of Agriculture.
close the batiks...Wei - the contestant',
outstanding work.
World at War" at which time he or prospective resident of Murray.
for the office_ qL,County Court
•
Paul Fox is recognized as one
Ifutenn, a big wiendly man of
will present the following three
Clerk!
- most --workers with
of the is:We
The above stathrnent_means.xiiia_ta7 .DraliteCtiv.e about•-5Q, still speaks with a Kenquestions to his con
Theseiffiee'ErVolifity Arab ,irrn
Yeung peopnit.-Fre' has 3 30-Minone-builder in Mnrray. It guarantees ptop_erty.lialuell tucky drawl. He likes - io talk
be run off between J. It Scott. C. •
First: Shall the oreserfer ma
ute meeting wtth every one- who
about his Kentucky farm days
,n
no
uncertain
termk,Rere
property
will
hever
be
sub.
A. -Hale and Garland 'Neale. No
the church a refuge from the war
attends just before the evening
and jokes about haefng tried to
other candidate having • announced
stressing the topic of peace, hope, ject,to the inflation or decline as is possible in industrial raise strawberries like every other
service begins. He especially into date.
love and assurance?
vites and urges the young people
centers throughout our nation. Our college 1,13 'grow
fanner. This week he was aps
'
---s-Nat Ryan Hughes and R. Hall
to attend. This meeting is to
po nted Chief -of Use .isiiiiinodity
Second: Shall the-griee
rec- . . . and our home inveatmenta
substantia
Hood have' announced for County
help young people solve the probCredit Corporetfon of the Departognize this as a war an Religious with it.
-Attorney with A. H. Kopperud, lolem of living a successful and hapment of Agriculture.
Ideals and stressing the sterner
DR.
JOHN
it.
HUTSON
esl attorney, tasting his hat into
py life today as Christians. He
Right now liutaon is eandwiched
doetrines. join the crusade to end
tiug.this week .10 complete the
is also a very successful director
Only two
the pagan doctrines of the dicIn between two jobs
of music in churches and in
km- ago the President shifted
tators?
7Tbe
office:- of Jailer seems to
special revival meetings
the agricultural unit of the National
Third: Can ,you suggest a third
have the largest fierd with PeenHours of service will be 9:30
Commission
over
to
the
Defense
and superior course to either of the
tiee Hart, Notes T. West, R. H.
a. m. and 7:45 p. m. with the 30Department of Agriculture, where
above? minute special service conducted
There Will be a meeting of au, it could - -Ilit
(ROW _ Lamb. John . R:' Hutchens,
nmore closely with
If
you
are
unable
to
attend
this
by Paul Fox.
'Chile G. Jones,, Jim McDaniel,
Following a stroke of paralysis Masonic Lodges in the Secon•drfne- the purchasing.' and distril5uting
service, the pastor would appre- about two
Ed .C. 'Rickman ,and William H.
weeks agoi death came triet at Maxfield on Monday, June of food for Britain and defense.
ciate your answer to these ques- to Mrs. Fred
9,
at
7:30
re
in.
"Jake" Dunii having announced James, 49, last Thursitie Defense Director, Chester Day.
June 10 will see four more of through this paper.
tions by mail, either to your news--atm. Charles C. Taaaapase
All
Grand
Lodge•officers
will
be
day at 2:00 p., m. She died at
is, resigned, ind Hutson got the
paper or directly tri him.
Magiftliates having announced
her home on Olive Street in Mur- present. Evety Mason is urged .to job along with an appointment on Calloway County's young men dime
The Revetend Mr. Thompson has ray.
be persent.
the Anglo-American Food Com- to join the ranis of Uncle Sarn's are.,J. W. Stubblefield from Con-been assured conoperation of the
•
W. E Clark ' K. M.
mission. Now he leaves the Direc- ever swelling conscripted army. Cord Diatricf; W. IF - Broach. MurFuneral servicea•were conducted
press-M-1M* Mellon in his attempt
ray .R1strict; R. L. Ellison. Wadestorship of Defense Agricultural Reto answer for himself and other by Rev. J. track Jenkins and Rev.
The. four will leave from the C. holm bistrict; .,C,.gorge W. Jones,
George Hart, cashier of the Bank
lations and taekles the Commodity
Of -Murray, was elected president of
ministers in this important query. H. L. La* Friday afternbon at
Ray
Bus
Station
at
7:30
o'clock
a.
Swann Dildrici: /1.-. H. "Harvey"
Credit Corporation. whose chief.
Murray
Methodist
Group'One of the Kentucky BankMr. Thompson has twice before 4:00 at the
The Murraybaseball team
on, Brinkley Diatrict
Carl Robbins, has become president m.
ers Association at a meeting of the will
aroused national interest in'similar Church. Burial was in tba..etti
are:
The
four
draftees
The City Judgeship his three of-.
journey to Pine Bluff Sunday
of
the
Louisville
tobacco
-firtn
of
.
Cemetery.
First District bankers held at the
John Douglas Williams
afternoon wherg_tt wlLcjghwIgj polls on religious thinking. Once
Axton -Thaler.
Ethan IrvanP F.Waters__
-Hoe' Rft --trr-Pedsseatt-Mrs. -James is surCtved e fieavy-stielft..• of this Bluff sc- on the trnestiorr,-"What--Sin Causes
BNPUtt
haered&lit and J. ft. toleman.
arrailigt
oit
from Frankfort where he settled
• _•
the
Most
- ,—
•
Suffering!"
and
more
re.
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
F
Robert Elbert Tuener
ion.
D. D. Crass is asking endorsement
This is hist as complicated as
-State Revehtiii
nrers-:-/*
,
APPrOttilately 2.50 ta
cently on "The Kind of Sermons two brothers, Roy and Claude, one completely With Me
Lloyd• Keys Parker
It looks. And Mr. -Hutson. a dirt
•
tor Tax Commimioner.
Althought the Bluff club is get- You Like", an article publisbed in sister. Mrs. William Pinsisan, and Department for 1940 taxes.
District, attended _the
Lloyd
Parker'
has
esercreeently
The Ledger and Times has been
ling eft to a late start, report from "The Christian Evangelist", na- a large number of niedes and
The sheriff reports that he wig farmer from the dark-fired tosr
.lt
in -the auditor's office only 30 min- bacco country of Calloway Coun- transferfed - from Elliot City Md. reliabty Informed that several more
Da Forest -C. Pogue-of- Murray the riverside diamond have,it that tional weekly of the Disciples of nephews.
He
was
there
at
the
MI!
o
regty,
clears
it
up
only
to
the
exwill,
announce at an early date for
State College gave dr*, principal the East Siders have a promising "Christ. Both of these ,auestions
About fifteen years ago an auto- utes when his settlement was made tent
ffnicilast t
rentoin
mogit istr
thalust
'
t`h
W
esitt4iCa
vomits* offirsg,.._filne more -wpoits
.erldreille 'of Uses awning on "The outfit for the season's Oki
were widely commented
pot in mobile "aceident resulted in Mrs. end MI books ifeclared in good inaerat.ofsadyoiningg
espc
ititis
t°be
aters. from "fatit temain for dampaigning and Millis
,
War TOday." pr. Pogue summed up
both secular and religious press.
James' being in a Nashville hos- shape.
needs to be done" •
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Diversified Farming for Calloway!
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THIS THURSDAY,- FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
See our big circular for Murray's biggest Bargain Event
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EXTRA I- R,EAD ALL ABOUT
' ..arar
-:
'
treuaelisias'ais:reductiOns on every
single auto in stock .
l--Pl,?jr....you Can own-the car sou want for less money
than ion ever dreamed'of
tome in and see for yourself! W ith
.fsood tires;paint, and-upbokststry,
these cars look and run like new?
.
_-

-MIWARZSOME SAMPLWITOF
. THE MANY BARGAINS
WE'RE OFFERING:
'19T7 Tt/DEBAKER Sedan
1938 OLDSMOBILE -Sedan
1935 CHEVROLET Tudor
19372.111.MOV7:14:Coupc
'
- - dor
- • 1931LFORWto
-.1931 FORD Sedan
•••••

•

1937 CHEVROLET Sedan
1940 STUDEBAICER4Sedan
1939 PONTIAC Coulie
_ -1937-OLDSMOBILE Sedan
--11127 BUICK Coupe
1937-CHEVROLET Coupe

a

•

WE WILL ARRANGE CREDIT TERMS TO SUIT YOU
YOUR OLD CAR ACCEPTED AS DOWN PAYMENT!
••••••

_PRYOR MOTOR CO
206 East Main St.•
' re'

lephone ..21

e

Murray, Ky.
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SHOP and SAVE
IN
MURRAY!

MURRAY

SHOPPING

NEWS

SATISFY THAT
BUYING URGE
NOW!

5

Calloway County's Buying Guide
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Calloway IsIpcluded In Natio
gvALIIIN
KOPPERIID
COUNTY ATTORNEY.:.:

WHAT

SHAPE IS YOUR FACE?

-

r other
am, N.
1 Sarah
on the
pened,
doesn't
ives as

a%

Ime

umummummma
BOGGESS PRODUCE CO.
S. 13th St.

Lucky you with the heirt.asPrd
face! You can look so chartable IF
your hairstyle is to your best advantage. Why not consult us? It'd
be a shame to hide a pretty heartshaped face behind a faulty hairstyle. Come in this week!

•'

works

CAPITOL
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

L Duni
e likes
.beaurealign

ibc

.„ Defense Are B

•
HAIRSTYLING
By Expert Stylists
•
PHONE 606
••

TURNER-ORR BEAUTTIIKT

Phone 441

We Will Pay, Delivered,
Fri., Sat., June 6 and 7

IOW NADI
ttiONSTE

Heavy Hens

16o

Leghorn Hens

lie

Cocks

70

: Springers, 2 lba.

lie

Eggs

tee

Leghorns, spring

13e

-declaring Calloway County
he national defense area
United States government
mak4i available to this area the
new title VI FHA loan,, now procurable for defense housing. This
is Indeed fortunate - for !hose who
are or have been contemplating
home 'ownership here. Never in
history has home ownership been
so easy to acquire. This new program will be cheerfully outlined
to you by your local banker or
lumber dealer without any obligebore-tat year pan. Please turn to
inside paget —arid pursue an editorial
which
ap peared in this
week's issue of The Ledger &
Times.

SHIP HOSPITAL

1111111111111111111011111=1111111

LIONEL ATW11.1.
ANNE NAGEL
FRANK ALBERTSON
SAMUEL SHINDS

_

—

PLUMBING
311.PPLIES
BUILDING & FARMS
HARDWARE

A.IL Beak &&a
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky.
leenesmes■••••
..mimenboam..

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes
"-•

Watches
—Try Bulova, Elgin, Handitos
resilkPencil Sets - Diamond Sets
FELLOW

CITIZENS OF GALLOWAY COUNTY:

Silverware

I have resigned my isolition with the Tennessee Valley, Authority,
'which precluded my participalfort in a .poirticarapaign• &ring suck.;
employment. and I am now in a positron to Connally announce my
nindiciacy for the office of County Attorney of Calloway County, subject to the Democratic Printery on August 2.

West Side Court Square

_11.2._BAILEY

THE JEWELER
••••••••=1.,,
•..PMP.

cannot deists canonic, County
ilicrbirthplace. for I wea
—lhign
in the State of North Dakota. as were my parents, my grandparents
being among the pioneers of the Red River Valley of that State. In fairness to our mothers we cannot rightfuLly claim credit for car birthplace.
when we exerted not the slightest influence as to tint selection However. I can and wish now to claim credit for voluntarily choosing Calloway County as my home after-attaining an age of discretion and having
travelled the length and breadth of this land before making that decision. This community. characterized by its neighbortyPeople. temperate
climate, fine schools and churches, holds for me_theise attributes which
I -prize-most htirtity; and expla straitly- choice of Calkiway County as home.

•••••••••111...0.4./.1.0

I

During June, Which Has Been Proclaimed By
Governor Johnson as Kentucky Dairy Month-DRINK MILK—At Home,at least a glass each
meat

- My-rerty years were spent on the farm, my early education obtrined
in the familiar country schooL I have been a rtti..0„ of Kentucky for
the past ten yeaPil. having graduated from Northwestern University as
president of in5, class th 1931. and comiffli to Kentucky that year I received ray legal trainfig atthe 135ikersity of Virginia Law School. leading law school of the South. from which I graduated with honors. My
parent'. by -sacrificing at only parents can, were able to finance the
early part 21 ,my college training. I worked and paid my own way, assisted by an occasional scholarship. to Procure the larger part of my
college education, including all my legal training.

I come to you now, a young man of thirty-two,.seeking only the opportunity you would cherish for your own '
sons—an opportunity to prepare the groundwork for a
lifetime of future service in my chi:wen eommunity and
profession. The office of. County Attoraey has alwaya
been-cOtisidered a stepping-stone- ori-YOung attorneys ambitious for the respect and acclaim of their fellow citizens.
Should you see fit to elect me to this office, I pledge you
my most diligent efforts to serve you honestly, efficiently,
and courteously. I promise to represent the public interest
at all times without fear or favor, and to uphold the rights
of the weak and oppressed, white or black. I shall continue to hold integrity of person and position over material gain. The solemn realization that the success of the
career still before me would depend in large measure on
my actions during my tenure of office is the strongest conceivable guarantee that these pledges would be fulfilled.

This new Federal Amortizing
...type of loan, =
:especially fitted to the small- intome group, will enable thousands of homes to get under way within the next few weeks, accordtzig to Federal liOnv•
ing authorities.
' -•
• -

DRINK MILK—When down town, instead of
the bottled or fountain drinks usually
taken. - Replace those drinks with
one of therfollowing:

I married Nellie Rudolph, only daughter of Willard D. Rudloph and
Ella Payne Rudolph of McCracken County. I came to Calloway County
a desire 4e etieeesstutty practice my professiffn and
-prompted only
make this my(horne. I was associated in the private practice of law with
.T. H. Coleman until last August when I accepted • position as field attorney with the Tennessee Valley Authority, my duties being to correct
defects in titles to land heing acquired In this area. This work has taken
me out among the people-of the county and afforded me exceptional opportunities for rapidly becoming sten:minted with the people and the
lands of Calloway County. Incidentally, the Qualifications required by
this Federal agency as to the character and ability of its attorneys need
had one Oltal reason "for resigning my
only be mentioned in -passing
position to become a candidate for the Office of County Attorney—It
would necessarily have been only a matter of months before I should
have been transferred to other localities, and I mean to remain a citizen
of this County.
•
Since coming to Caltoway County I have diligesitlk tried to assume
my share of community responsibility' I am at. present • trustee of the
MurrariPmthyterian Church: I have for twt years served as Calloway.
County,. Chairman of the campaign to rahe funds for helping the un-fortunate victims of infantile paralysis in our own community as well
as elsewhere. Politically. I have always been a loyal Democrat; I have
served as seeretary.treasurer of the Young Democrats of Calloway County: and as a delegate to the State Democratic Convention last year.

Is

A New FHA Home bit
Program Now Available!
t.•

This move is in the true nature' of building
America's defense lines with a substantial home
-bikskground to house thoiie who are, aiding in Supporting the active forces of the United States Army.

1. A bottle of Sunburst Sweetmilk or Buttermilk

Murray is the center of defense plans in this
section, being rdeally located near the Gilbertsville
Dam which will figure largely in governmental
plans andv-•being thuslOCated, falls in an area qualified for this type of loanynor building. Why not
discuss your buildiqx„or re edeling problem with '
uit, where adequate information can budyen you
that will enable you to'become a holne owner in
your own'light' We will be glid _tit atow you how
eaiy it is to Own a home at such iirstiall consideration per month ... actually in some.cpses lower
than paying rent for the same kiwi of house. Con.ith us -today
yotr owelt-to yourself and
family to know more about this new "once in a
lifetime" opportunity.

2. Sunburst Milk Chocolate made at your
Fountain
3. Sunburst Milk Shake (Any flavor you
desire)

•

TELEPHONE 262
FOR CONSULTATION

DRINK MILK FOR ...
•ENERGY
• NUTRITION
•BEAUTY
•STRENGTH

NO OBLIGATION ON

TOUR _

PART, OF COURSE!
•

WE SUGGEST YOU CONSULT WITH

I have no relative in this county, for whom I could
cherish political favors, and no political henchman to
Claim obligation or special privilege if, esc toe when I take
office.

MURRAY
LUMBER CO.

Your vote and influence will ever be appreciated and your trust In
me never violated
Respectfully yours,

ALVIN HANLEY KOPIPERUD,

-; •
Sala •

-
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MURRAY -SHOPPING NEWS

.C. Robinson
Seeks Endorsement
For Magistrate

Murray Food Market
...... 54c

10 pesiaiit

le.

"
To the Voters of The Wariest's".
Illagigileriall District:
, I take this opportunity of an
7Ja.incinc my - candidacy for en,: brsemtnt Jr. your magistrate in
're -.forth corning-democratic Pri'71iillei i.in Atigttst 2,1941.
I believe
7 nit my record as your Magistrate
the past gives me sufficient reason to again ask you go'dd people
Ito give me one endarsernent.
I have worked- dilfgentiy and
faithfully to the best of my ability
that I might i give you a good ad- 1
mini,stfation and it has been cus- •
*.ornarY to endorse a public official
ai least woe time. I have endeavored to instribute the road fund alluted to my district art fairly as
conditions permitted. Trying at
all times to use the small amount
of money received as nea!- to all
as possible or in every part of the
distriet I' have never 'failed to go
any where when called on to see
about Me- bridge or road.
4-intik* sny friends mid -neighborsin the Wadesboro district to inspect thy record. Then I ant certain you will agairt honor me by
est...lc:meg me as `your magistrateTrust.ng I will see each and
.,-ory one of you before August 2.
: am
Very truly yours.
W. C ROBINSON

PROMPT DELIVERY

P ONE 12

••• • • •
COFFEE, Our Leader,-_gionsid

, 10c

•.

Lynn Grover Ezininsive . $1.50
...... ▪ ...,. 58c
FLOUR, Red
FL' r OR SIOSQUiTO RAY—
10c and 25c sizes
GULF
FLOUR, 48-lbs.

FLEE-FLY ,
.......

10c and 20c sizes

BEE'BRAND ......•.
25c size
)
1 EACIa.5, NO. 2'• sine, caw .......-:,
. 10c
CORN or T41ATOES,2 cane
•
1$e
SALT,'SODA Or'POTTED MEAT,3 for .1. ..-,10gPUFFED WHEAT, krl!.pacag
••

•

—-

SEE OUR- WINDOW

Bring us

I

DISPLAY

your Dr. Pepper coupons to be redeemed

SOAP, Octagon or P & G, 7 bars
-TEA, Lipton's, 1/4 lb. and glass
'OTHER TEAS from

MATCHES, boxes
SARDINES„ 6 boxes for
MACKEREL, 3 cans
,SALMON,. can
CRACILERS,2 pound box
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
1-741 1111701119-11=1MINC., quart-jar
- LEMONS, nice size, dozen ,

Stomach Disorders?

25c
24c

10e -up
Sc,6 for 14c

RUPTURE

210c

. , ; 2Se
• ISti
.
2Ic
I9c

SIDELD EXPERT HERE

Investigate Chiropractic!

DR. WALTER F. BAKER ----visa d Murray Bldg
Phones: Office 122J, Residence
4■1•11.010. AMA

••=1

Believe It 01rat!
Now two people can live cheaper than one. In
spite of higher living costs, the Elmus Beale
Hotel antenioce*
--

-

LOWER PERMANENT
GUEST RATES.
$3.00 per_paraan, individual room
$2.50 per person,

_

inspect this cool, modern family hotel today.
Make arrangements tO inoyt to coed living
quarters for- the summer. We know yes will
be please(' with our excellent, service ... and
think how economical it:is!

Another Beautiful Murray Home

74.•

Hotel Air Cooled Throughout —

H. M iiREVNAN widely insame
expert of Chicago, will persilnidER-be at Irving Cobb Betel
Wednesday. only, June
A.M. to 6 PAL
Mr. Shevnan gam The Zone_
-Shield isst tkernendous improvement
18c
vet
fo ier *methods. effecting
M.1
,
41=1.-OF 4=1. 4•111. ••=111.
rRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
.mediate
rri
results It will not only
hold the rupture perfectly but in'
k*E
ALL MKS _
- -- Crew...,
'
the circulation. strengthens
i
np
el
-E icnhged
inpa
.
i the w
tern
s
ts.da
thyer
ET
ellr-elafillat
on the av-• I
erage case, regardless of heavy
-"Local and IC...C. cats-of -beef, -cold Iamb meats,
liftine. :training or any position -the
gbnagnime,
kesskeger, veal steak, perk chops,
bod- ri.iy assume no matter the
sir
-Tann: A elftRinally nOwn
*
cakes
.
.
lethod. No under straps
.., iome arrangements -and
•
MOt4TR
"f
BRINGALS TOLLE EGGS!'
tragffIrffiiki'dritiefficaI
trea,mer.ts.
•
-"Salk.;
aneVilln Will be glad fo demDrink-More mirk.
onstrate without charge.

COLD DRINKS AT
_ M

L. Robertson, Charlie Adams, ace Hart Nob, T. West. R. H.
Lamb, John R. Hutchens,
Wendell Patterson and Carl- King- (Rob)Chaflie G. Jones. Jim McDaniel,
ins complete the slate for sheriff
Rickman ,and William H.
and present indications are that Rd C.
these four gcntelmen will be all "Jake" Dunn having announced
through this issuer.
entering.
Magistrates haying announced
With Mary Russell Williams ineumberent, having as opposition are J. W. Stubblefield from ConDistrict; -W. H. Broach. Murelard
Celia Hart Crawford.-V.-/P, Thurmond announcing today seems to ray District; R. L. Ellison, Wadesclose the books on the contestants boro District; George W. Junes.
for the office_ 01 _.County i Court Swann District; B. H. "Harvey"
Dixon. Brinkley District.
Clerk.
•
-The City Judgeship has three ofThe office of County Judge will fering in Ethan TrYan,
P. F. WaterScott. C.
be run off between
field, and J. H. Coleman.
Swinging into the first week of to
ate.
A. 'd.14•110-ingl
Garland Neale. No
D. D Crass is asking endorsement.
June the county political races ap- other magiklate,having announced for Tax Commissioner.'
pear to be getting well under way
The Ledger and Times has been
with candidates appearing on every
Nat- Ryan ffughei and Ft Hall reliably informed that several more
available sign post, barn and tele- Hood have announced for County will announce at an early
date for
phone pole.
Attorney With A. H. Koptierud, lo- various offices. Nine inure weeks attorney.
,into
tossing
hat
his
cal
Twenty-eight candidates have ofremain for campaigning and from
ficially announced in the Ledger the ring skis Week to complete the the looks of the field Calloway • & Times subject to The action of entries.
County is due for many handthe Democratic primary to be held
The office of Jailer _seems to shakes before August 2 rolls
August 2.
have the largest field with Pren- around.
-

- ay.
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OBSERVE._
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Anotaer
—Pailie- Of a recently build home on Olive ,BlVd., ahWing
413aL'ean-ba-Jauttl- at a gatall-cast-Pais1.111:.• type fit --hf.
"
.6
'
in constructioh, having all -available features and comforts. A -home
.
similar id this can be built through the new FHA ambitizing type of
• loin for a feta' dollars a month

Eat more milk
products!

LIM.,

-Home, the magic word that has built a great and
strong
Since-the hewing of logs to build the first
Pilgrim homes in our laud .bp. our hardy forefathers,
Vhome" has' been a "symbol of American independence.
strength,
and-character. Every substantial. au'iy will telL4-91.1. _that _thefarnily _Who owns its own
_
homeekr-ti
e- backbone- row-Deli n ThUr8 is a feeling Of -

---- •
Y/

Milk products ate good!
They're good for you—so
- _tat,maigi-oLtherri stit

.

- iirightlii-1101114-

Yot4a, vast-

obsopsts
lune Dairy 10:ndit:- '
mum& Ars 0?4LY • Azi-commistasss issrscrisier

RUDY'S RESTAURANT
tt II ERE,GOOD COMPANY MRIFIli"
BEFORE

Watch it put a smile on your House!

What's the personality of your
home? Shabby. 'ileetrogrobeet,•••

clothes you•wearjhe com
•
si•11..?-0rivett-dressecrtiand; - give your house a kirealc-and
stating cheerful?
it Will give gou .one! AU nag
•

•

' Whichever_At,inapt be. the "need is beauttful, durable
Sher-.
way that hoflte youlivein looks win-WdhantsSWP HousePaint
is the way it "rates:y(4g Lde
-,ii.daRlied „the-Mara_ ilifecUge,
or riot. lie
- onie know -you by more economical SWP ''Two
.. your home, as well its by the

•

.

• •

STEP,I: cWp
cangter
450-fir

helps SWP keep r a fresh tfirst,
dloy.painted4
Tina:MI% 'pie
cial.fume-resistin g pig memo.SWP
keep. its beaat) 1,ini,efr under Ole
attacks of suliitair
P11111,16
Midi cal( and suburban air.

(.7

Li7

• ''WASHAB/VZY,rves

OTHER
_oh.itmtvEST PIO rEts
"AJESTIC • Sgo.oigsgest.osi ocitif. A, ev•
753iii• mimes,
O•'iD
A•5,0•,
. 1.
Vic
-Noun mom. ..
V oguiSorir..M
10TICCORTNIESTAL.
go.oss Cog. M 1,4.u,•

Will understand that our upinion ta of some importance in
such a mat.The Murray State-Teachers College, since it was
founded
Murray.' has'brought to our zommonity a meat eteaigh_in__bou,_here in
• Mr '<owl',human values.. Some 6104,000 wag 'originally
invested in the
.
firk.edministrative. building.- Since that time, to date,
In eigeess or liZr
21IC:9.19,43, has been spent in construotion, and another
building
- - meciiately .contemplatod at a cost of 61.25.000-a total Invetment is imin,your
-community of ewer $.4387.939.43. ,
•
This building program was. and "is being done. in
Murray largely
_through local -dealers. Second, a great-Institution stich
as this must maintain a large faculty and maintenance division. This,
with
'our student
,
body, brings an influx ,of over $400,000 annually to
tbe businemes of
our city.
A city of homeit, with all that itimplies, lends ti
stibistanUal invitation to both parents and students to 4end and
attend Murray State Tea' • Opts college. wtIdhi eny'romp* _means....-nnic
h
-the moulding of
character and -ciiizenshin. Families who are
seeking a cultural back- ground for their ions and daughters on visiting
our city are enthuse*
- and assuregi•irs they drive through our 'pi-A.m
. paved,
clean streets, lined with modern. substantial homes, well lighted; and
altractiveTrilept
lawns and gardens Here are few mansions and
little awe-inspitina
pomp-father. substantial homes that represent a
substantial citizenship
gifted with civic pride and civic respOnnibilitY. Good,
must permeatathis community. to, aflT Must be, the. "homey" citizens ,
thought -of. a visitor.
_or prospective resident of Miirray.
Tire above statement meas Much to -•a prospective
enjo•In *er In Murray. It
PTO
- Pert
--y values ,

a--9)

111110-.00a-SA94/00,10-8/4

glossy wren:tits fint_peihted
• SWP keepsin smoothness, can be
washed quickly. mealy, repeatedly
-with.iut harm to drill/At, eu- /3
1
uemely-dureble surfers.

-SEE-hundreds of heeotifol
.
cialst-itCy'ird tvigh,SWP
f!Ont. in tile -amazing
Slierein-WillitanniPaint and _
.1Colt* Style Guide. You eon
borrow this emit Porti°192 9f
•
'fell-color photogrephs .of
r,A4Pegandlratille. 0/16gt

hi DON'T DELAY paintiriC

.

•

Nu"'
PAY
-

•

Riaunonci:

Hesse

.top to Pa:me-Over the remailabry
a heifitfirully painted brJrne. ;uniform easet.o!
_
Shia new-type -point pro*. eeater, all yuu'lLkieed fot a
male 'Waldron' arid Aim- perfeet•two-c,
..at piaint Joh is ,
fdrros the'tough,*'
Jolt owe coat of 4seattiful,
alai a atagia quick, money- pre'tectisre. hosting-SVIP
—
ing coett
Hausa Paint

• NIME-WESISTANCE

-Vida In affairs of

cominurdty,state ,anditatIpnt-ottr'schnOls and in
churdies._ furnilifiu4is_asiii_leme is quick---te--sease_., _
human and intrinsic valise.
—
Our back log of hom-es,has held our great nation together through lean years and years of prosperity, and
- has remained the one, value that has not substantililly
changed.
.
Besides the many financial benefits in 'owning your
•-- home, there is ttrat sense of security end that just pri e
s. _in the knowledge of your importance to your eemmunit .• •
"There never has been, and probablynever will
-th opportunity to b_jld a home,uLMurray as reasonably
ar-as-easily financed as now.through The new FHA appropriation recently authorized b'y our beloved President',
who, even in this horrible world crisis, pauses to
set up ---,the machinery_-to-releawe enmity available funds for all to
--build-home•4 rellizint that now, as in the 'past, the future
of our -nation depends on home and, too, because of his
,-reklization--that homes develop the ,substantial human
-values so necessary to a great nation struggling against
almost ingurmountable
Let us-pause and reflect upon this home ownership
—What if means to us, our families, our friends, our
neighbors, and ouroation. Most of us have entertained a
yearning-for a home of our own, promising ourselves that
ttome
. we were goiNfjocknometliing-about it, Today
• •
,
now-'is he accepted time. Why hoard your rent
reeeipts, wander gpsy-fshion- from
fro -house--to house—a
nomad—seeking the .scomforts aria conveniences you will
_ never find .except in a.home of your d'eaf7 Why
not take
-___the some aniount you are-Tient prying'for rent and nye
It
to pay for your own home--new, clean, and modern—
with ajl the little roffiforts „inu-and your flintily heve
waited and- deserved thesk_pssteare
_y
_
Dr.
in a recent interview,- enlarged upon
a statement by Mayor Hart regarding "A City of Homes,
-published :in--.1#10-ta_pert:
-. -first, let rne-sar-•-•rhat'oUr hot/IW -Means to Murray.by'etating
mat then you

your home end risk decay. expenane-separstee..„-imi up with etrish.
In 'Sines,... for lea of ready casik.1
AL Ask us. to len you about the nodos•nent S-W "Convenient
Mit,too,for free paint.'
Pc
-

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.

THE BEST- TRADITIONS

OF

THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME
are ever obeerved irilhe Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the
...
•

KENTUCKY
.OrTEL —

.

•

-11Cno uncertain.te,itat.oviere.,pm erty will:never .he stibject-to the inflation or decline as 's possible in industrial
centers throughout din- nation.
r college is growing
, . . and 'our home investment:s, will grow substantiatly_
7,
1;„, •
\
7747.,.::
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MURRAY

SHOPPING NEWS

•

OBBINS

R. H.
itchens.
Lam H.
iouuced

,

iounced
is Con1, BlurWadesJunes,
larvey"

111RUC C

ofWatt•t -

Accurately and Carefull
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

•

THIS WEEK ONLY!

'gement

•

TELEPHONE 500

been
it more
late for
weeks
d from
alloway
handrolls
LS

Decorated Waste Basket

Regular
25c VALUE

IT PAYS TO FEED YOUR COWS

WAYNE FEED

21e

ea.

Shower Gift prob-

lem. Beautiful assorted pastel colors and
floral designs. All metal. it" high, 7"
diameter.

LIMIT TWO TO A CUSTOMER

C

•

and
PRESSED

Wednesday thru Saturday 35c cash price in effect
TROUSERS
2 Pair 29c

cal 141 Now

SKIRTS
2 for 29c

FREE .
111010P-AND-DEL-IVERt
s

Coy MODEL

•

Cleaners

719 W. Poplar St.

Murray, Ky.
--

BUILD A NEW r

BATHROOM

SP

Pyrex Set _Suy_5414101_ P.
fragetfOr

us help you solve your

illataVaular problem.

$245 ea.

$100 Sit
-Fpmece'Watt.thie-

WAYNE DAIRY FEED PRODUCES WINNERS!
,

9

'CLEANED

PYREXWARE GIFTS

We are cooperating 100°:. in JUNE
DAIRY MONTH and feel in offering this suggestion we c a n speak
from a platform of facts.

• DIMP As out he

•

DRESSES
SUITS
COATS

Chocolate stains may be removed
from table linen by sprinkling the
stain with borax, then pouring boiling water through the linen.
• • •
themt
To keep
paint fresh in uncovered
the top with water
cans fill
after stirring the paint thoroughly.
When needs, pour off the siegdstryrith
care.
• • •
If any yolk should get into the
white when separating eggs the
whites will not beat up stiffly. Remove the yolk with a plece of' eggshell. The edges are sharper

The Modern bathroolik
is a necessity in today's
living ... and another
room in the home to be
proud of!

-

An answer to yrJu

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE AT LOW PRICES!
_
Mondays and Tumidoys Cash Prices

To bring out fruit flavors sprinkle
lime Juice over hooeydew, lemon
over canteloupa MpLaupefrujt over
watermelon.
_
• • •
?Untie olive oil rubbed over paper
that has stuck, to a polished surface
softens paper and makes it easier
to remove.

Presc
- riPtions

RICAL-CONTRACTING
AND REPAIR

tree

Neighbor

•

Dstaisable
534 quart camerae steel bonds. Easy
with cover "awl-6 pouring hp, straight
5-oz. ciisurd asps. - sitlesoiji qr.apse.

Gift Set

Hanna's Lock Seal Floor Dressing
gives your floors a soft, satiny
beauty ... but it's also tough ...
You will find that scrapins fumitum

--and trareping--feet will Uue very
little effect on your

Ask us ta shciw you the
new beautiful,
. streamlined fixtureS ... styled
for your comfort and
convenience . . . priced
to suit your pocketbook
and taste.

$129 set -

6-cup capad
—ty.11Fiellt —tepcs.rlitthrtarked
stainless giass pomp: — measuring cup, Ipse
Insures a more de-- plate,6 custard cups,
Iscious cup of cunt,.
eastcrole it cot er

floors if they have been
-given a protratit
dressing of Hiellats
Lo.FIc Seal.

—

\\\\\\
WE ARE AGENTS

•. -•
.41P

FOR KOHLER

W

Foupv THE WAYNE YEAR•

•-

ROUND PROGRAM-FOR -LONGE.RLIFETIME PRODUCTION!
A BETTER FEED FOR EVERY NEED

FIXTURES
Brewer

i645 ea.
Co?). Elec. Stream'
lined heat misting
glass.App'd 0.'2o
.v. AC-D.C. 2-cup.

Elec. Iron

SliffiL -Automatic finger-tip
control.4% tbs.Wal•
nut bakelite handle.
1:5•12ov.A.C.only.

Toaster

Skillet

$895 SE-

$500 ta.

Automat. Gleaming
chrome with engr'd
odes. Black bakeitte
base it hats's. 3 311Ct.

Re,cre cuisxr clad
stainless steel with
cover. High polish..
to inch diameter.

A. O.
WOO
DS
E1

Hatchery PURDOM

II

IT'S hill
BUY A:

PLUMBER

SOO

VisigNe

.
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Swarin's Grocery
a

CONGRATULATIONS

24—PHONES-25
•

.

•

NaW Whigs aka_ Teariewe,
•
4 psendsNati'llis4 Pitiless
lie
4$# poen& • .r - Selsie 4Somise-esep Timms. sad Orseetrelt
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GRADUATES

4 7.-1\
-of Murray Mite College! We have been
very plead indeed to serve you GOLD-

I

Orange Juice
DelMonte

_BLOOM prOdUC,t8 durinse your stay in
Murray. You ard-1191,_.,beiug. graduated
-and are going out into -life. We want-t6
take this opportunity to wish you suceess

Pineapple

Juice .11$11

Juices, No. 2 cans
Grapefruit
Orange

lie

Cereals
Quaker puffed wheat with themina. larger end new

apki happiness. •

Kellogg's cornflakes 2
and bowl

'Ma

lie

Kix. 2 package's

Try Our Newest

LI

peettieres
Ile

Helm rice flakes

Seed beans and hatterbeass
isc; 2 lbs.
pound
Bushel beans. pound

-

lie

Ill
Yellow Eye sweet cranial lea:
pound
Te

Ice Cream
. . . Creation-pith-.otan
t e of

_

Jelly In glasses, Miassalaggsgfa,
2-lb. Jar
-•••••-•
11-os. glass

2.5e

lee: 12-ou

Hemmer's. 141,•-wes. in paper cartons
15c

II

rs a great- day when you step out of the
dream and step into your new home! It was
fun dreaming your new house—more fun planning it, but when you take possession, that tops
anything you ever imagined! And possession
opens the door to new adventures.
You'll make changes here and there as
time goes on, buy new gadgets for kitchen or
bathroom. You'll putter in the basement or
yard. You won't be satisfied to leive thirigs
as they are—not for long. That's why we
are building better homes today in our town—better homes for lets money. It's
fun, too, improving and modernizing an older place. Because we Americans are
not satisfied to leave things as they are. We don't like to drift along. We're
accustomed to exerting personal effort—iodividual initiative to set things done •••••-• •
the way we want than done.
That restless individual spirit is the spirit of America. It is freedom to work
and build and live as we choose. It is active freedom. That is the spirit of
American industry, the spirit of free enterprise.
We all have it. les in our blood. That's why it's fun to buy a house,
• 41 11 Invest nctIE-40 per own home-,-ist pus own conununity.

II

Just A Few Of The Many Services We Can Offer You—

0

ghum, gallon bucket
5111e
Full gallon jug nice sorghum Ole

el lba. Lynn Grove_ __.$1.45
lbs.lrsy flour
7k
the Ky. Rem flour
$1.25
can pore lard. U. S. Gov't

Flour,

FOR -

24

HEALTH, ENERGY

REVEL

A PERFECT Food . . . A Perfect Refresher • . . An Enjoyitle Dessert! GoldBloom Ice Cream doubles
In all these roles ... is one of your most versatile and healthful foods! It's palatable, easy to digest, is
nutritious and energy-giving — that's why it's so good for you! What counts ith most people, though,
is its good taste! GoldBloord'Ice Cream has a flavor and smoothness all its own! '

We Are Cooperating 100° With Governor Keen Johnson In June Dairy Month—

sa

50
inspected

Bulk lard, pound •
Lemons, nice. dosen
Fla. Oranges, juicy, dosen
Lemons, dosen

Paducah, Ky.

10th & Monroe

be

11 LUMBER
PLYWOOD
$5.110
lie 111 ROOFING
o
FLOORING
lee
INSULATION
and 25c

n

Irate 2,, size can fancy onpeeled
apricots

•

•

•

#.

••••••

•
.

•
••••••

•

it•

•

MILLWORK
ROCK WOOL
PLUMBING
PAINTS

INVE.ITIOaTE1r-ODAY!

•
Every-

1112AT—BOTLIM AND MUD
RAM, TENDER BEEF, IAA*
PORK, NICE FRYERS (4ressi4
or not dressed).

Building

•

Needs

!I\WOO*
,

10,1104e. Ni
r1•2•Mery.1
.
1,1•N
s
Z
s
%

lie

Builders

',!•W•Nr$1.
6.

s

thing in
ti 7711 al

I

•

PAY IN TRADE FOR
EGGS

•_

PHONE 72

•

0=I011==0=t0

•••••
;AZ •-••••

LI

MOULDING

r
The President
security.lared
declared homes as
the essential factor in Federal
defense. The new FHA Amortizing Type Loan insures small
income
t
-ASK US ABOUT IT!

DON'T DELAY!

2% wise DelMonte. petted
Mc
No. 2 can DeEllesuin ......us

INCORPOPATICD.

Phone 56

11

New country honey. pint Mr....Attie
&lb. jug extracted honey..-110c

wberry

ICE CREAM -

,
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MURRAY, KY

Fine
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MOST MERCHANDISE IS-NOW
BEING SOLD AT. RETMLFOR
:LESS THAN REPLACEMENT
VALUE! THIS CAN NOT-LAST
LONG! ANYTHING BOUGHT
NOW, EVEN -TO-LAY AWAY,
•
IS A SAVING!
*•
-We Have A Cool, Comfobl•
Store . . . Come In Any Time '
You Are In Town.
•
,
- -..-- ••
..
:

MURRAY SHOPPIN4 NEWS

Gloom

TII
.

GOT TO HAND IT TO...
r W. S. FITTS & SON
_ON THESE VALUES
-

YOU"

Life is hardly fair to
the men.-Wben-they're
boin, the mothers_ get
the compliments an d
the nOWATS, W
they're married — the
brides *et,--tite presents
and the publicity. And
when they die — thewidows get the insurance and the winters in
Florida.

s

HoUse Frocks
Yi!rd G9.4z.:•ds
'Fast color
Per yard....

10`

to 25c

•

110e Value Pure Thread
59c
' SILK HOSIERY
First Quality

,Cbeerio, man .. WE

FAMOUS STRUT-WEAR

•

PURE THREAD

haven't forgotten you!
Vir e
e shopped the
markets of the world to
bring you a 'trousseau'
fitting for a king, an
at -prices you can well

SILK HOSIERY

,

69$ 79c '1 sl."
Sheers and Service Weight

afford.

When youtme to Louisville, make it a point to drop
in for luncheon, dinner or supper-dancing at the
enchantingly beautiful Bluegrass Room in the Brown
, Hotel—Louisville's gayest, smartest "bright spoe'l

TURNER - Corn-Austio
____,____,_ „.,.......
Co.

Delightfully delicious food! Makes•you-lake-to-dame
music! Two swell door shows nightly! And all for se
little as two or three dollen• per esupk!

"Where Men Trade"

$3.95 to $4.95

- WHITE SHOES
— Comfortable

$1.98

``) $3.95

TEDDIES and STEPINS
— Strut-Weer ...
-PRINCESS SLIPS and GOWNS

-- Strut-Wear
• tOtort
5ittO5CW

If you.suffer from any cd these foot troubles MAC

-Senoid.eFOOKeenfort*-erreelottorr-----

-WE KNOW A 13ETTIR PLACE 'TO-KEEP •COOL

• „bow millions of foot sufferers have fointrebefMait.Schoirs FOOT COMFORT* Rentelite,

--ArtA-Stipports-ia-Arprsinces.

The above picture show the fine development of Dr.
Rob. Mason's-two rurina-fed. cows, Rub aikl Pearl
•

THESE-COWS FED EICCLIXIVELY ON
_

THE Fool)QF itputrions

nals'Ammit-Ilr.

.
aelsairs TOOT(*WOKE* WEEK ..

----Jutavihr-Tautiv_.
_...,. ,_. ---' ,_,
. - ______-_-_-:_.
..-.
SHOE STORIII

arizariboiss
Children '
lee
Balcony (tax included? -_—tke
--Lowerclesor flax inelerde---fder

ADAMS.'
___
iRowlviat
106 S. Sth St.

On a Lest. started the fly* week ha February. both tows wee*
precludes over So pours& at mil* per dos when they readied-their maximum peaks of production. Pearl. on the right in
picture. produced St: pound, %hike at her beta. Ruby tell laid lk
-little ustder that record with 532 pounds per day.
•

—
Como lo he k.. Not led
Rare Pertagriph irines
wade ur your swamp:el
feet. Learn bow yours
may digs, front normalTakes but a alearent...
CO COW oi ebbesuoiu_

r_er..liallaWs f••.$•,
- grill inerise, rel teen
bad. al** feet. rhea.
saltie•slat, foot and leg
- yams dui to weak or
fallen arch Resillent,
lagIcadlustable.$3.50 yr.

- Phone 106-W

Miarlhil, Ky..'

'Reg I.7 S Pat. Off.

So why not make the Varsity and Capitol Theatres your diildren's Summer Resort. When it's hot outside, our theatres are always delightfully
cool and comfortable. Bring or send your children to either the Varsity
or Capitol. They will have a healthy and enjoyable time, and so will you.

Both of these rows have takes first plate ribbons in the (o1,
Fair fdr the lust three )ears. Pearl gave birth to twin calves. War
a bull, back in the early whiter. Ratty gave birth to one calf

TODAY and FRIDAY

TOF -PRODUCTION

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

--AT oNE:q-ALT-71-itT,osri.
Ask Oliver.or.Hall to helpyour,deti7 problems..
_ -

.- 7-ECononly _.Feed
OLIVER CHERRY

Proprietors

Store

POWELL
,ISN'T OUR ONLY Dike...

SATURDAY ONLY

HALL McCUISTON

CHARLIE RUCCLES
lEE BOWMAN
LUCILE WATSON
RUTH DONNELLY
BILLY CILBERT
JOHN HALO(

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
UNITED ARTISTS PRESENTS

.
-Crearerlautter and cheese are_among the
other Fine Dairy Foods we. can deliv.er
fresh _to you; door..each nuarthrxw Wh,
not call-SLINBURST, right nava #

DICK FORAN • LEO CARRILLO
PIGGY MORAN • FUZZY KNIGHT
LiWIS HOWARD • W*ITISSATIITT

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Frank Lloyd Product
•„
[4.51r

CHEYENNE

eafy'it) keep your clothes ,spotlessly dean
—as white ond-trkght as a snowflake. Try

ILORET1IYOUNG

eciaitsiu.v. fl uidity V. r,rr-ii—Itkvays.,

ROBERT PRESTON EDWARD ARNOLD
CLADYS GEORGE Fralarro JesseRalplt

Don't forget tn have your-winter garsesliati
ed and put In mothproof bags for the tunnmer!

N S CLEANERS

Telephone 191

Biggest Picture of the Fastest
Street -in America's._

Prodocetl entipoiaeled

COMPANY

TELEPHONE 567

VICTOR 14"cLAGLEN
MARJORIE REYNOLDS
• DENNIS.0"KEE,EE

Murray, Ky.
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3----1110 BARGAIN SAYS-4

-F001) MARKET

Fine"lUisnedtoods• 6, Gov't Inspected Meab

CORN

JUNE 5th

Ire

FLAKES and 2cebortaxlesbowl
Topmost
BROU'M BREAD
h
opraisins

TOMATO JUICE

-4 -

6th -

ir

-

LITTLETON S

THIS THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
See our big circular for Murray's biggest Bargain Event

Y FLAVORS
GELATINS

Make Their
Appearance at

•
—WHERE ELSE WOULD YOU
LOOK FOR THE MOST COlif-

Se
48-es. caniSc

H. A. McElroy & Company

•
-kr -

PLETE COLLEETIOli OF

WHITES BUT HERE?

TOILETTISS

-

STEWUNS
GULF SPRAY — KILLSI

Quart

IP

THE FAMOUS

OSQUITOSS
. 43e; Pint .. t_23e; lonar*-10er"

SPRAY GUNS .1CREAM

ROTENON — KILLS INSECTS

U. S. ROYAL
TIRES..

*

Makes 50 gallons
Wiggs Waterless
5 pounds
1 t o2 pkge
PAPER PLATES
3 pack a ges
4 bars
AP
Sweetheart
CLEANSER

MOW

SO
SKINLESS WEINERS -Lb.
PORK CHOPS
Pound -

Sc

25`
isc

ESPECIALLY WHEN

. lr

-Coop fed fryers, Illimpeet Beef, cold lunch meats,
•
cheese, heel Wed, pimento cheese, 11E104
:74:00ntry ham--

THEY COST NO

NICCIlterhaiWOOD

MIN

MORE!

smooth

-21)
.

PHONE 114

ALLOT
DEFENSE
-

Z.?id On safe, new Royal-Dobai* Orbs.'
S. They cost no more.

BE SAFE!

11•Iit In Arch Support

r--

MOTORIST! •

-0 E-S—

BE ECONOMICAL!

LITTLETON &
•

Aft

NOW OfEN IN MURRAY__
4
4 0.
on

AT 103
,
-JEAST lifir ST. - PHONE 409
-

TUDEBAKE• R

RoAsn-s.

USED CAR
PRICES

Sales and Service

FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY --

We Carey Armour's Batufuet Beef

E X T-13 A ! READ ALL -ABOUT our tremendous reductions' on eveory
1141111•411100.14:tock! Now you can own the car you want for less money'
--idianTesiseer dreamed of paying. Come in and see for yourself! With
geed tires, ° paint, and upholstery, these cars look and run like new!

RAY P. iiuNttAlr;-mrAN.AGat
'
Only A Few Dais
Left in 0a
- ; Big
1141ERSORI4G%,

E

1937 STUDEBAKER Sedan
1937 CHEVROLET Sedan
1938 OLDSMOBILE Sedan - 1940 STUDEBAKER Sedan
1935 CHEVROLET Tudor'
. 1939 PONTIAC Coupe
1937 PLYMOUTH Coupe
1937 OLDSMOBILE Sedan
1938 FORD tudor
1937 BUICK Coupe
1931 FORD Sedan
1937 CHEVROLET Coupe

The Early 1942 Models Are NOW On Display. Let Us
Show You This New Car Of Tomorrow — Today!

Only

• TO DRIVE it-IS CONVINCING! •

$5.00 CREDIT ALLOWANCE
ON YOUR-OLD MATTRESS!

W anted--Used Cars

CRASS

OLD•eAR ACCEPTED AS DOWN PAYMENT!

PRYOR MOTOR -Co

103 EAST MAIN ST -MURRAY KY

FURNITURE CO.

•

FARRIS SERVICE STATION

STORES

TWO

W.WILL ARRANGE CREDIT TERMS TO SUIT YOU

*:3001 Cash At Top PricejjiL See
Quick, Satisfactory Deal . ..
BRING YOUR CAR TO OUR SHOWROOM

— Buy Now While You Can Save

1.••••10

HERE ARE SOME SAMPLES OF THE MANY BARGAINS
WE'RE OFFERING:

E- NE Vti

SKY-WAY SERIES

MATTRESS'
SktE

•.0W
.
;
•411

South 3rd St.

North 4thrSt.

206 East Main St.

.4E0.410 MID. .I•M.4 .111•1••••••

•
. •

•
'.

WHITES
FOR THE KIDDIES
OF ALL AGES...

older Deidirs4 $/.96
'
la le Crash Kid.... *0

Porter

STEAK, round or sirloin, lb.
PORK
FRYERS,
BACON, sliced, rindless, lb.
BRAINS, lb.

.„

•

—Don't Fail T. Visit Our Shoe Department Today, For Choke Selective—

MEATS,

•••••10

-1110111110e

SEE THEM!

We Pay Highest Possible Price For Eggs

•

sipliCIAL
or pow.is

TRAVEL AlP

FOR

4. They defend you against road hazards of all kinds.

ORANGE JUICE, 47-oz. can
s. 19c
FLOUR, Red Rose, 24 lb. bag .
SUGAR, pure cape, 10 lbs.
MEAL 10
-21e1
Clabber Girl BakinirPowder
8c
MARSHMALLOWS, 1-/b. bag . . . 10c
COFFEE, Red Head, 1-lb. bag . . 14c
MUSTARD or VINEGAR, quart 10c
VINEGAR, gallon
.
23c
FRUIT JARS, quarts
63c
OCTAGON SOAP,laundry,_3 for 1 19c
-,--MSH FRUITS & VEGETABLES -.—
TOMATOES, pew' . ........
BEETS, bunch ......
...
NEW POTATOES, No.
BANANAS, pound ... : .
GREEN BEANS, 2 pounds
111re-

104

•

For your protection, here's a practical pre-summer
Driving Program to protect your family from the
Smooth Th• Danger. Protect your pocketbook from
BAIIIGA/13'BUILT tires.

•••••11

30s
.3g.

up

.• •

41rToor••••••••••••

AY 4

Made By Paris fashion Shoe Company
--Perennial Favoritsr... Spectators come back
every year—with-more charming details! In
white with blue, black, brown. Alligator and
smooth leather. Suede and new buck.

White

PHONE 37

PROMPT DELIVERY

S P E.C.T
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THE KING OF TIRES!
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MURRAY

SHOPPING NEWS
BRING

Redecoration and Repairs
Have Been Completed at
Our Shop ...

YOUR SELLING AND

BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

PHONE 55

- •
NOW MORE

Class'
ified Ads

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES —
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PHONE 55

SANITARY

I

For Sale
. GRADE

A SHOP

FIRST. CLASS
SERVICE TO ALL!
It L PRIOR

WILKINSON'S
BARBER SHOP

Pryor Motor Co'nipany'

First Chair*. N. UNDERWOOD

EMPLOYEES
s.

-.4011001.1 ChairJ. H. JOHNSON

AT YOUR

1111rd ChairW. G. WILKINSON, Owner
_
Fourth ChairV. B. GARDNER

SERVICE!

TOY PALMER, Porter

is to
quality
service
within
the means of evwone —the kind _
ofAgrviee
will rEceive the approval of all with
whom we come in

•

J.

Pontiac

Jilloome
—

merear.

SALES

DCLUEE -Cleaning 33 cents cash
arollgrry.L. Dresses, sults. coatsplain. Winter garments deluxe
cleaned, moth 'proof- beats. 45
geats. Paachall-Cleamers, Phase
17.
.112p
. -

J
Ind

isrA*

SERVICE

•

FOR SAI.E-WieW Bean Beetle
K I ler. guarantied, 10c.
Makes
1-2 'gallon of ready spray. J T.
Wailis & Son. lihraray.
tic

I

Y 10ES YOU
tRTHIR

•

Lost

• "No Harsh faeatiriei

I

ADLERIKA gives me proper action, is pleasant and easy. Used
ADLERIKA past 10 years for spells
of constipation' IA W.-Vt
AD14_41E4 _usually cit." r
bowels
quickly and relieves gas pains. Get
It TODAY.
Dale. Stribblefleir

Here
'
s a 'Partial List

1

four years ago I promised the
Peb9le-nry- Distrtet that I -wouldmake the rice for Magistrate For
personal mairis I witheld my
name until this year's Primary.
Now. I feel that it is time to
make the appeal to my friends and,
peighbors for ,this support for •
position that some. people may
think unimportant
Your Magistrate IS an important official. He has complete control, of all the Road Funds that are
allocated to your District. Your
Magistrate should see that they
are divided equally and all ot it
spent in his District.
I promipe that I shall spend tho
money that is appropriated to the
Mthtiy District equally and without-favoritism--;
I realize..that my announcement
Is-appearing a *Mlle: late. but I
leasum you. that I am makiiig this
race
deadly earnest
If I
should fail_ to lee a single voter
In the Murray District, please consider this .as a personal appeal for
your vote and consideratfon on
August•• 2, '1941.
Resjectfully submitted.
L HOUSDEN

of Home

20.4 c.L., cos 4.4.6
Who Heat
•

IIEB51AN JONES

-.

EMANUEL ROWLETT

•

111

II

II

1940 Chevrolet Tows Sodas'
1.3. Plymouth 4-door1938 Ford, 2-door-

for WCIM E

1938 Plymouth, 2-door
--- 1937 Plymouth, 2-door
/934 Chevrolet, 2-door
1938 Ford Pick-up
1931 Chevrolet Sedan
1930 Model A Ford Sedan
•

POPULAR
FOR 61 YEARS!

MURRAY
MOTOR CO.

NOW AVAILABLE IN
STURDY 5 GAL. PORPAILS

1

Owner: in
r'••••••••

a

20%

I

and Found

FOUND At the new stockyard
buildMrsite. a good pair-of lady's
tan slippers Owner may have.
them by .paying for this ad and
ssurse....ess.R. T. Carney,
401 Poplar
_
Ite

flE1611BQ
OWN?

kitMl a

USED
CARS

-

FOR SALE-2 sawmills, 1 Jee Bee FOR RENT-Three or four eoom BABY
CHICKS-Hatched weekly
The Ledger & Times ls authorhammer mill, 1 corn shelter, 1 pair furnished apartment. Shower bath, Per 100, $7.50: each. Sc. Custom
scales, 1 set corn rocks. See W. A. electrically equipped kitchen. hatched. $2.00 per tray. Murray ized to announce the following
candidates, subject to the action
Kemp. Route I. Murray. Ky. Itp Available first of June. Mrs. B. Hatchery, phone
336.
of the Democratic primary, SaturW. Overbey, West Main. Phone
day, August 2, 1941:
FOR SALE and TRADE-One nice 251.
STREAMLINED
WRECKER
1941
ltp
FOR CITY JUDGE
fresh registered Jersey milk cow:
SERVICE. New equipment. 24ETHAN IRVAN
also one two-year old horse colt, FOR
RENT-Furnished
garage hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
P. F. WATERFIELD
natural saddler. Would trade for apartment. furnace heat, also furn- Service. Charges reasonable. Day
J. H. COLEMAN
work mule J W, Story, one mile ished efficiency apartment. See phone 97, Night phone 548-W.
North of Stella. I
ltp Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, 711 W. Main Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
FOR SHERIFF
ti
St. Phone 167-W.
tie and Service.
FOR SALE: A
autituk building
L. ROBERTSON
-lot, well located. See Mrs. H. P. FOR RENT-To a couple, small 2nd STANDARD CLEANING at Boone
CHARLIE ADAMS
Wear. 200 N. 5th t phone 73. tfc floor apartment.
WENDELL B. PATTERSON
Modern con- Cleaners. Plain garments in lots
CARL B. MGM
J5c of two or more 30c • each; single
FOR SALE osene operated veniences. 506 Poplar.
•
.
.
Electrolux refrig
tors. Ideal for FOR RENT-- Unfurnished 4-room garments 35e cash every day.
Phone 234, South Side Square. tfc
FOR JAILER
farm use. Slighti used. Big rewith bath. Furnace heat
house
PRENTIS
HARTW
-ti
duetions. J'ohnso - Fain. Murray,
All modern conveniences. See FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
RORY T. WEST
-Ky. _
Miss Emma Helm, 1403 Farmer coupon at the box office of the
. R. H. (ROB) LAMB
Ave., phone 509-W.
ltc Capitol Theatre Saturday or SunJOHN R. HUTCHENS
_ FOR SALE: 60 ac
farm. I mile
day,
Linn.
W.
H.
Route
Murray,
5.
east of Brandon's Mill. See Will FOR RENT-3 furnished rooms to
CHARLIE G. JONES
will
receive
two
free
to
passes
see
Chester. 113 S. 1 h St.
JIM McDANIEL
Jn5p a couple or college students, at
"Man Made Monster," compliments
EDD .C. RICKMAN
Points.
model
Five
1940
Also
girl's
SALE: We
of the Ledger 8s. Tipes. ve one new 7Wm. H. "JAKE" DUNN
bicycle for sale or trade. Mrs. W.
cit
a McCormick ring wheat
1 tp
binder on hand. I interested. see - C. Lancaster.
FOR MAGISTRATE
us. Sexton-Dougla Hardware Co. FREE MOVIES: By presenting this Opal Housden Makes
Concord District
Jae coupon at the box office of the
J W. STUBBLEFIELD
Announcement
Theatre
Thursday
Varsity
next
or
Murray District
FOR SALE: 340 acres land, 6 miles
W. H. BROACH
eat of Murray on good highway. Friday, W A McCallum, 106 So.
To the .Voters of Brinkley. •
Murray,
will
St.,
receive
two
12th
E.
L liClUSDEN
See 'Tremon Beale et A. a. Beale
free passes to see -"Broadway Lim- Magisterial! DI/strict:
Wadelboro District
,& Son.
6-c ited."
this
announi._
I
take
method of
of lb..Ledger
R. L. ELLISON
ing my candidadcy for,endorsemenfir •'
gogyNsog
YOB -SAM 'Baby chicks- hatched &-Thnes.
Magistrate
your
Sillbject
as
.
to
the
weekly. id per 100 Milk fed frySwann District
RENT-6-room house, less Democratic Primary of August
`
ers. 20c per pound. Murray
..agoRGE
joNES
than 100 yards from college cam- 1941. •
.
Hatchery.
"\,.. •
Brinkley District
pus on Miller Ave. See 'J. G. GlasIn the short time that I have .
"HARVEY,
H.
' DIXON
Itp served in filling out the unexpired
HELM'S REDUCED SUMMER gow, phone 2/8.
OPAL HOUSDEN
PRICES Heavies $6 45 up. Officialterm
your
of
Magistrate.
former
I
-RENT-5-room house with
ly pullorum tested. Government FOR
_ COUNTY JUDGE
bath, modern conveniences. 803 have faithfully tried to look after _...
approved. Our champion hen laid / W.- Main.
the
duties
the
office.
of
See C L. Smith or call
J. R. SCOT'
175 points past 181 days. Hatching t Chamber
I believe...it_ -is only reasonable -- - of Commerce.
Itp
C. A. HALE
all year. Helpful bulletins. Helm's
ititereiset I be myrn a "GARLAND NEALE
Hatchery: Paducahchance to. Ky. . • .
•you as a regularts•L:-.
elected Magistrate and I shall do
FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
COUNTY COURT CLERK
my best at all times to show my,
coupon at the box office of the
appreciation for your confidence by • MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS
Varsity Theatre. Saturday, W. A. TIMBER.
CELIA
HART CRAWFORD
slyint a fair and -impartial ad- _
WANTED-Whit;
Hopkins.-Route 1. Dexter, will re- Timber suitable for making Oak ministration the voters have
Boura
•
ceive two tree passes to see "HorCOUNTY
ATTORNEY
.
Staves. Will_ buy standing right to expect
ror Island." complimmts of the bon
NAT RYAN HUGHES
IDligt:BL..lfif.g_ Sit _
•Ledir..r-dr-iPtmer.-•
it ITA-cr:-}yourr.
Also highest 'cash price
pries.
ALVIN H KOPT'F.RI'D
FOR SALE: 20 brood saws. feeding. paid for Whitc Oak Stave and -Pollt, Mr. shoat and slop pigs. See D. D. Heading bolts delivered at our
Mr. and _Mrs. E. D. Bell. Misses
Scott. Sedalia, Ky.
6-12-p Mill at Paris. Tennessee. Telephone No. 438. P. 0. Box M. Rachael Nesbitt and Anne SpItchley
'FOR SALE-Good as new 1938 B. C. KILGORE CO.
asp of Hazelhurst. Miss., were weekand 1939 .Chevrolet and
- -"end guests of Mr. and Mrs: Stanley
Forll
cars. All models and prices. W.
Futrell and Miss flue /Weak
C. Butterworth Used Car Lot, next E. L. Housden.Makes
to Gilbert Funeral Horne, S. 5th
St.. Murray.
tic Announcement

BUY NOW
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I

Wanted

!
cum uni..p

•

Announcement
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Services Offered

V

Our ideal
render a community
at a cost

ST-AT
NUMBERJ-

For Rent

witb '

Information

I

Enna

6"
- teL

•

FURNACES
•
-

- _
-

STATION
NUMBER 2

Amenes's Cheapest Opera*
aa41 Ingest lastiat Funtase

MOTOR

IIPIP PIMP

A FEW SATISFIED
LENNOX OWNERS
DR. HUGH HOUSTON.
Haze Road
." JOE T. LOVETT
•
Hazel Road
-.WOMAN'S-CLUBHOUSE
• CHARLEY GROGAlisT

•

i,urr tawny

Elm

OffinkieX'

2
^

SUPER SERVICE STATIONS
1412 West Main Street
206 East Main Street

MURRAY

HAVOLINE

Telephone 77
Telephone 21

street

.

GUS ROBERTSON
Lynn Grove Road .
NAT RYAN HUGHES
6th Street

tNv,ut,ATF I)

Want to know how to

KENTUCKY—

TELEPHONE 500

end your money

the world how
in, tell us how much'

problems? Wei,are telling

Easy it .s. Just

come

— WM`Ilat need, and we'll melee arrange.
11111111K
-C4111,0 itt now!

•
NI•seber irefloral Deposit

-FREED
COTHAM

OIL ..

Insurance Corporation

Bank of Murray.
"Big enough to take care of you — small
enough to be aware of you"

PrHIS strong serviceable pail cofitains five gallons of the
same fine quality Insulated Havoline Motor Oil as that put up in popular quart cans. Net only is this durable conot-- miner an economical and convenient way to buy. store anti__
petit yOur motor oil, but it becomes "the pall of 100 uses"'
whets the oil ill gone. Ilavoline is Hi-stilledkeeps your engine clean. It's"insulated" against
-hest and cold, to do a lubricating job under
extreme operating temperatures. Roy Insulated
Havolim by the porpail and save all 'round

Jackson Purchase
Oil Company'
THE TEXACO MAN SERVING YOUR COMMUNIT

•
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HAZEL, KY.

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
NEWS OF YOUR NEIGHBOR
AND YOU — EVERY WEEK

HAZEL NEWS-

HAZEL NEWS
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author!lowing
acti,,n
Sat ur.
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PAGE THREE
SEND OR -GIVIXDUR NEWS ITEMS
TO MRS
!
. H.L NEELY, TELEPHONE 20

Home of Courtesy

Siffy Nell, have been at the bed- mother, Mrs. Maude Orr, Saturday
SHELL INFANT DIES
side of Mrs. Farris' mother, Mrs. night and Sunday.
Mattie Smith who has been very
William Ronny, infant son of Mr.
Joseph Miller of Louisville sOnt
Miss Ann Herron, who teaches at
ill, but la much improved at this
the week-end in Hazel as the guest
and Mrs. Raymond Shell, was
McCray-Dewey High School in
r
of his parents, Dr. and Mrs. E. W.
buried Thusday, May 29, in HighTroy,
returned to the home
Mrs. Notia Maddox has gone to Miller.
The Calloway County
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. T.
land
Fiical
Park Cemetery, Mayfield. He
by RACHEL ROWLAND
by
JNO.
T.
COCHRAN
Court Tuesday appointed Dr. H. H.
is survived by one brother,' Larry
S. Herron, Saturday. She was ac- Bruceton and Brownsville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Myrtle Crabtree Wright and
Heine
Demonstration
_Agent
tura
Extension
Agent
Boggess, veterinarian, as CalloShell, and grandparents, Mr. and
companied by Jack Brucker of to visit her sons, R. F. Maddox and daughter, Laura Crabtree of Nashway County Livestock Inspector.
One hundred and thirty pounds • The farm meat supply is an im- Mrsi Ozie Shell and Mr. and Mrs.
Columbia, Ill., Miss Florence Baker, family of Brownsville, and Mr. ville. Tenn., are in Hazel this week
and
'Mrs.
Jethro
Maddox
and
famHis
duties
began
Tuesday and will of butter a year should be con- portant part of the family diet. W. H. Linn.
Sr Louis, Mo., and Al Auwarter,
visiting their parents,. Rev. and
ily of Bruceton.
end July 1. 1942.
Troy, Ill.
sumed by the average family of The price of hogs and beef cattle
Mrs. A. M. Hawley in north Hazel.
Mrs.
Bettie
Clanton
is
confined
Dr. Boggess' duties will be to in-1 five members. This is the amount is making it hard on certain famiMrs. C. D. Paschall and Mrs.
Miss Ann Herron and her guests,
with
to
illness.
her
bed
recommended
by nutrition special- lies to provide for feeder pigs and E:IEN213.22CC13.
the
spect
attended
Jenkins
livestock
throughout the
Orville
Jack
Brucker,
Miss
Flortnce
ists
at
the
University
of Kentucky. calves for future farm slaughter.
county
and
meeting
Homemakers
report
in
all
infections
Murray
Baker. and Al Auwarter, were at
John York. Luther Robertson,
If bought this would cost the fam- Too many farin families will be
or contagious diseases.
Redecoration and Repairs
Gilbertsville Dam Sunday after- Miller Robertson of Murray, were Monday afternoon.
ily about $45.00 but there is little short of meat if they do not start
Mr. and Mrs. Bowden Cole had
noon and Reelfoot Lake Monday. Hazel business visitors Monday
NEW YORK — Special) — Dr.
Have Been Completed at
need for the farm family having soon to proeltie for the feeding and
as their dinner guests Sunday Mr. James H. Richmond,-president of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dunn and lit- afternoon.
to buy butter or butter substitutes fattening of small pigs and slaugh- Our Shop . .
Felts and family. Murray State College, has accepted
Willard
Mrs.
and
tle daughter. Barbara Lue. of
and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey
at any time. With good manage- ter calves. The outlook for purCoy Willis and fam- the Murray chairmanship of the
Louisville, spent the week-end in family were in Paducah Sunday as Mr. and Mrs.
ment and forethought the average chase of the meat at slaughter time
and Mrs. Less Holifield United China Relief campaign to
Hazel as the guests of relatives the, guests of ?4r. and Mrs. C.,11 ily. Mr.
farm family should have all the is not favorable. Prices are foreand family, Mr. and Mrs. Homer raise $5,000,000 for relief in warand friends.
Roberts.
milk, butter and other dairy pro- cast to continue high to higher.
Cole and family, Mrs. Alice Den- stricken China. James G. _Blaine,
Mr. and Mrs. Darwin White, Mr.
Mrs. Lovie Cole and children reducts needed for ultimum health.
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Lee national committee chairman, anA brief survey this spring indiand Mrs. Lon White motored over turned home Saturday from near ham
EASTERN
STAR
and fam- nounced here
Buttermaking begins with the cated that some farm families last
today.
to Nashville.. Tenn., Sunday and New Concord where they visited Myers, Mrs. Rachel Cole
Murray ,Star chapter No. 439,
ily. and Alice Turner. During the
production
of
milk.
Good
butter
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lon relatives.
year
did not try to put their por
0.E.S.,
will
meet
Tuesday night,
Intensification of the drive was
afternoon a number of relatives
can be obtained only from good, because they could buy
White's daughter, Mrs. Eurita
it at
The Wynn family left Saturday and friends visited in the home. reported by Mr: Blaine as the re- June 10, arthe lodge rooms. Regu- clean-flavored
cr ea m.
Cream slaughter ttme cheaper Than they
lar business will be transacted. All
White Herning and Mr. Herning. morning for Detroit. Mich., where
Mrs. Elbert Cooper and sult of the successful observance brothers and
and
Dr.
should
be
kept
as
cold
as possible thought. When that time arrived
.
sisters are invited.—
Otho Farris was at home for the they will make their home.
daughter Olive. of Battle Creek, of China Week, May 18-Z5. during
until time for ripening, when it the family was unable
--Week-end where he is supervisor
to finance
Mrs. Rosa Orr returned home Mich., wgre guests of Mrs, _W. m. which the desperate plight of the Iva Gilbert, Worthy Matron.
should
be
warmed
to
from
55 de- the deal and had to do Without
of the NYA shop at Kevit.
FIRST CLASS
Chihere people was brought to the
Wednesday from Bruceton, _Tenn, Mason and family Tuesday.
grees-hi 75 degrees F. and held at meat. It
YOUNG
BUSINESS
MEN
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Dunn and where she spent a week visiting
would have been better
of Americans
everySERVICE TO ALL!
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Cole 'and attention
that temperature until a mild-acid and more
The
next
meeting
of
the
club
will
Walter Wright, of Louisville, spent her sons, C. D. and Mrs. Orr.
certain
to
have purchased
family of St. Louis, Mo., spent last where. The national China aid
flavor is developed. A dairy ther- small
the week-end in Hazel with their
pigs and calves and grown
Mr. and Mrs. C .D. Paschall Friday night in the home of Mrs. campaign is being supported by be held Monday night in the din- uometer is of Much
assistance in and fattened them for home slaughrelatives.
and family. Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cole's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee local committees in 214 communi- ing room of the National Hotel. A SbtaMing good better
and may be ter, rather than to have depended
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wilson and Denham of Hazel and Mrs. Bertha Myers.
ties, and new local units are be- strong program has been arranged bought very inexpensively.
by the Program Committee.
Myra Joe of Louisville were in Jones surprised their father Sunupon buying them ready to slaughing
added
at
the
rate
of
six
-11
Marelle
Miss
and
Mrs. Maude Orr
• Cream should bechurned at such ter.
.„.
Hazel for the week-end visiting day with a real nice birthday dinOrr visited Mr. and Mrs. Clay Dar- day. he said..
ROTARY
CLUB
•
temperature
that
butter
is
made
home folks.
in
The situation will be even hardner.
In a letter thanking Dr. Richnell Sunday and motored over to
The club met Thursday noon at 30 to 40 minutes and is in gran- er on the family that depends upon
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barber of
Mrs. Maurice Caldwell was car- Peggy Ann Springs for the big mond for leading the Murray
the National Hotel. The program ules firm but not hard. The churn buying ready to butcher
Oklahoma and Mrs. A. W. Alder- ried to the Mason Hospital Sunday singing.
Committee, Mr. Blaine urged the
this fall
was in the form of a round table should be stopped when the butter because of the_prospects
First ('hair—
__
eon of Midway, and Ira Barber nf morning in a very serious condiof higher
•
Mrs. July White Moore and son. school community to support the discussion of national defense. The granules are- the
E. N. UNDERWOOD
size of grains of prices.
- Murray, were guests of Mr. and tion for treatment.
local
drive
by
contirbutlng
generarrived
Pennsylvania
Jimmie of
club
elected
a
National
Defense
wheat.
After
being
removed from
--Mrs. C. W. Denham Monday afterAnderson, Mrs. in Hazel Tuesday where she will ously to the national $5,000,000
Mrs. Claude
Second Chair—
Committee with authority to write the buttermilk, the butter should
noon.
Macon Erwin and Mrs. Carmon spend a few weeks *siting her fund.
J. H. JOHNSON
to the President and to the Con- be washed twice in cool water,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Parks spent Tuesday in Puryear parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben White
"Not until now," said Mr. Blaine, gressmen and endorse the foreign
_Third
salted
and
worked
until
the
'Mrs. Bettie James and Miss Lib- as the guests of Prof. and Mrs. in North Hazel.
salt
"has the tragic plight,ef the Chris- policy of the Administration. One is
W. G..W11
Chari
1 I*NSON, Owner
evenly distributed. - The belt butbie James were Pei' visitors Sun- Vernon James.
'Mrs. J. A. Austin and children. tian universities in China comc to new member was elected to the
day afternoon.
George Dickerson and diiughbizr, Charles and Wanda, of Florida, are the attention of America. - Literal- club, Irving Stanley Norris, mana- ter has a waxy body and bright
-Fourth Chair—
appearance with uniform color.
Mrs. Bob Humphreys of Detroit Berdine, and grandson. Neale. spaat in Hazel as the guests of Mrs. ly -by:hand, the young Chinese stuV. B. GARDNER
ger of H. A. McElroy store. The
• was the guest of her sister. Mrs. Sunday in Wildersville, Tenn.
Sometimes buttet is overworked
Austin's parents, Mr. and Mrs. honks_ and equipment a thousand next meeting will be at 11, noon,
TOY
PALMER, Porter
_
Lowry Rains and family last week.
which
gives
it a sticky body, dull
Gene Orr Miller went a few dais Frank Vaughn of north Hazel.
books an dequipment a thousand today.
- Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White, Mr. recently in Bruceton. Tenn., as the
greasy appearance, and a gummy
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Enoch, Mrs. miles and more away from the
and Mrs. Lon White were Nash- guest of his cousin, Richard Orr.
grain.
Underworkedi butte; is
Annie Spann and son-Mr. and Mr.s war-ravaged areas, in order to keep
LIONS CLUB
Z-3•EIES1.2- -{mama ..513
ville visitors Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Wilson and Homer Cole and family, Mr.f- and the lamp of education burning
The club met Tuesday night with mattled in appearanscAnd someMr. and Mrs. D. N. White motor- daughter. Charlene. Mrs. Grace C. Mrs. Millard Felts and family of Free China.
times
gritty
because
all
the
salt
President Fred Shultz presiding.
ed over to Paducah on business one Wilson. Ola May Wilson. and Joe St. Louis, Mo., M. and Mrs. Less
-This, nir course, is only one All Committees for the year made was not dissolved.
day this week.
Neither overworked or underRuth White were in Murray Tues- Holifield and family of Bells City, phase of China's desperate need for a report and the program was
Mr. and Mrs..0. B. liven of De- day afternoon to visit Mrs. Maurice Mr. and Mrs. Coy Willis and fam- immediate help from us
After turned into a round table discussion worked butter has the appearance,
troit were Sunday guests of their Caldwell, who is a patient ,in the ily. Fancy Fatm, James Suiter, four years of war, she needs med- around "Britain's Mistake in Losing flavor and keeping quality of good
grandparents. Mr and Mrs. E. D. , MatiOn Hospital.
butter.
Alice Jane Turner. Thomas Over- icine.• serums, vaccines and am- Crete."
Hurt.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Darnell of cast, Billie Mack -Outland. Joe Rex bulances for her wounded, and
Election of officers was set for
Mrs. Otho Farris and daughter, Kirksey were the guests of her Cole. Charlie Cole, Mr. and Mrs. food, clothing, and housing for her June 17.
•••••••1•1•11
Bowden Cole. Lester Farris, Cole- 50.000,000 homeless who have been
The next meeting will be at the
man Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Parker bombed from their homes. Noth- club rooms June 10.
4-anti--sem.4ie Mee Gies -and ing -should- give-mere--eatiefeetion
- -•
daughter, the bray boys. Edd Lamb. to 'Ameticans than to help provide
SPORTSMEN LEAGUE
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Holley, Gene the human needs of the people of
The meeting was held Tuesday
and Lois Love Paschall. Buddy China in her great fight for free- night at the City Hall where plans
City and county officials MonPaschall. and Otho Turner were dom. In helping China, we are for the coming outdoor season were day arrested Alvin Hicks. of near
visitors in the home of Mrs. Alice helping ourselves o na world- discussed. Protection and law a- Model, Tenn., on a charge of autobiding requests were issued to peo- mobile theft. When arrested Hicks,
Denham and Mrs. Rachel Cole last wide democartic front."
Saturday night All enjoyed the
In announcing Dr. Richmond's ple to observe the dog law. Next was using the car which was stolen
••
evening and especially the five chairmanship. Mr. Blaine revealed meeting will be held the first Tues- on Saturday, May 17, and belonggallons of ice cream. Mrs Rachel that Evansville, Ind., was the first day in July.
ing to Hewlett Cooper. Murray.
Cole eccompanied her daughter. of United China Reliefs local
Hicks is in the County Jail
Ilirrs. Flora Holley home where she committees to go over the top in
awaiting action of the Grand Jury.
will visit a few weeks.
achieving its quota toward the naMr. and Mrs. Maurice Maddox tional fund. The Evansville comF. C Hargrove, who has just
and- dauxhter, Mary Catherinemittee ?cliched- its lad® goal after -MEflisid-- Mrs. Adelbert Reeves been, released from the Navy, was,
Hopkinsville, spent the week-end two weeks of effort and has ex- and family, Mr. and Mrs. Merle arrested Monday -on a charge of
with their mother, Mts. Bertha tended its work until after-the na- Andrus and son of Jeffersonville, fast and reckless driving of a
Maddox.
tional'campaign is over.
Ind, and Covington Meyers of St. motorcycle through the business
Mrs. Rob Hicks was in Murray
Louts, Mo., were the week-end district of Murray. He was fined
Saturday afternoon to attend the
$11.65.
guests of Mrs. Carrie Reeves.
funeral of Mrs Tom Cook who
Russell Baldree and Leo CunMrs. Clynt Daugherty and daugh- ningham, state
died at the home of her daughter.
highway patrolmen,
ter of Paducah are spending a few and Oakland
Mrs. MMUS Beale, Thursday.
Cunningham. of the
Mrs. E. D. Miller. Mrs. Bertha
Patients admitted to the Keys- days with her parents. Mr and city police force, made the arMaddox, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Mad- Houston Clinic Hospital during the Mrs. Lee Ernstberger
rest.
Mary Edna Jackson is nosyvisttdox, Mrs. Grace Wilcox and daugh- past two weeks:
ter Billie visited the Gilbertsville
A. B. Austin, City; Mrs. C. E. Fox, ing Dorothy Dean and Jo 'Ann
Dam Sunday.
Ft. Henry. Tenn.; Mrs. H. L. Far- Mathis.
I am only an average man, but,
Mrs. Earl Gay and son of New
Mrs. Max Churchill and s9ns. ley. Buchanan. Tenn; Mrs. J. M
TWO STORES
James and Max, visited Mrs W Thomas. Model, Tenn.; James Steel Mexico is here visiting relatives by George. I work harder at it
North
St.
South 3rd St.
4th
M. Mason and Mrs. Bertha Mad- ‘son of Mr. and Mrs. Lowel Steel) and friends.
than the average man—Theodore
dox Tuesday.
Pine Bluff: Fred Hassell, City; Miss
Lymon Coursey of Jeffersonville, Roosevelt
Hugh 'Cooper was in Hazel Tues- Mary Wayne Turk, College; Mrs. Ind., spent the week-end here
day to visit his mother, Mrs. Her- W: 0. Miller, Lynn Grove- Miss with his family.
••
man tooper.
Mrs. Etta Hopkins, Mn. RooseMatytin Walker- City; Miss Louise
Osborn. Route 5: Miss Laura Fran- velt Mathis and children, Mrs.
ces Osborn. Route 5: M. W. Osborn, Earl Gay and son spent the weekRoute 5; Richard Henderson.-Her end with Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Hopdin; Miss Helen Wofford„Ft. Henry, kins of near Murray.
Tenn.; Miss Josephene Redden.
Leon Caldwell of Camp Walters,
City; Ralph Cate, City; Mrs. Hoyt Tex., spent several days here with
Farley, City; Bonnie Fay Story, relatives and friends.
lie was
Admissjon to the William Mason City; Mrs
Geo. Darwin. City;
Memorial Hospital during the past Horner Darnell. Farmington, Mrs. called home for the burial of his
mother, Mrs. Rhoda Caldwell.
week:
0. L. Cain, City.
Several persons from this place
Mrs. J. M. Perkins. 'Big Sandy.
Patients dismissed:
attended the singing at Union H111.
Tenn: Mary Frances Dockery. MurA. B. Austin, City; Mrs. C. K.
Mr and Mrs. L. B. Tucker spent
ray: Mrs. Mollie Busby, Big Sandy. Fox.'ft Henry. Tenn: Mrs. H. L.
Tenn.: Mrs. Henry Ross, Ft. Henry. Farley, Buchanan, Tenn.; James the week -end with Mrs. Tucker's
Tenn C. F. Faughn. Murray: Ruby Steel, Pine Bluff: Fred Bazzell. mother, Mrs Ella Johnson of HuntMuncy. Mutray: -Mrs: Minerva City; Miss Mary Wayne Turk, Col- ingdon, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. McDaniel
Cooper. Flint, Mich.: Mrs. Nora lege; Mrs. W. 0. Mier. Lynn
Vaughn. Murray: Goldie Houston. Groye; Miss Marylin Walker. City; and daughter spent Sunday with
Pt, Henry. Tenn: Mrs Morris Cald- Miss Louise Osborn, City; Miss Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McDaniel.
Mrs. Hunt's McDaniel is on the
well React; Bob Neale, Murray; Laura Frances Osborn. City; M. W.
We wish for her a
Mrs. V. W. Esquilla. Paducah; 0. Osborn. City; Richard Henderson, sick list.
Henry EeVarards. Ft. Henry. Tenn.; Hardin; Miss Helen Wofford. Ft. speedy recovery
Garvis Lee are the
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs. Fred. Barber. Murray; Mrs. Henry.- Tenn.; Miss Bonnie 'Fay
4
proud parents of a baby boy The
Phillip Collette. Murray; Mrs. J. Story. City.
baby has been named Thomas
M. Perkins, Big Sandy, Tenn.; Fred —'" Lester.
James, Murray.
LAY FORAMS! AT HARDIN
Discharges during the past week:
Mr and Mrs. Bennie Brown and
In observance of Layman's Day
Robert R'owland. Murray: Rob- in the Methodist Church. next Sun- son of East St. Louis spent the
bie Begley. Murray; Vivian Rogers, day. Prof. Ed Filbeck of Murray week-end with Everett Cleaver and
Cunningham; R A Oakley, Benton; will speak at the Hardin asthodist children.-0. M.
• •
Jess Bradley, Dyersburg, Tenn: Church. A welcome is Igiven., to
Mary Frances Doekery, Murray: all to be in the service.
For your protection, here's a practical pre-summer
Read * Classified aft.
Mrs. Mollie Busby, Big Sandy,
W. T. M. Jones, Put&
Driving Program to protect your family from the
'Tenn.; Mrs Ronnie- Parker, Brandon; Mrs Minerva Cooper, FrInt,
Smooth Tire Danger. Protect your pocketbook from
Mich.; Mrs. V. W. Kamilla, PaduBARGAIN BUILT tires.
cah; J. W. Kelley. Cedar Grove,
Tenn.; Bob Nettie. Murray.

RICHMOND HEADS
CHINA RELIEF IN
THIS COUNTY

Boggess Appointed
Livestock Inspector

LIVING FROM THE FARM

Campaign Has Job of
Raising 5 Millions
For War-torn China

•sa•

Club Calendar I

;ON

-

NOW MORE
SANITARY -

WILKINSON'S
BARBER SHOP

)N

RIC
kNIS
RD

-

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
ery ady reads it!

Only A Few Days
Left In Our Big
INNERSPRING

_ In Police

:-MATTRESS
S.AI E

Only

MOST MERCHANDISE IS NOW
BEING SOLD AT RETAIL FOR
LESS THAN REPLACEMENT
VALUE! THIS CAN NOT LAST
LONG! ANYTHING BOUGHT
NOW, EVEN TO LAY AWAY,
IS A SAVING!

15
$19'

Dexter News

$5.00 CREDIT- ALLOWANCE ,ON YOUR OLD-MATTRESS! -

Bssi Now While You Can Save —

Clinic Hospital Notes

CRASS

FURNITURE CO.

We Have A Cool, Comfortable
Store . . . Come In Any Time
You Are In Town.

O. TURNER

1

Hospital News

. S. ROYAL
TIRES ...
THE KING OF TIRES!
RIDE AS ROYAL7111-01+:-.

U.S

ROYALS

ESPECIALLY WHEN

THEY COT' NO

•

ALL-our
DEFENSE

DROP--ilk SO9N

.itou•iLiton IT!

"RUPTURE
SHIELD EXPERT HERE

When you ems to Louirville, make it • point to drop
In foc luncheon, dinner or supper.danang at the
enchantingly biwutiful Bluegrass Room in the Brown
gayest, meanest "bright spot"!

H. M. SHEVNAN, widely known
expert of Chicago, will personally
be at Irving Cobb Hotel. Paducah.
Wednesday. only, June 11, from 9
A.M. to e P.M.
Mr. Shaman says: The Zoetic
Shield is a tremendous improvement
over all former methods, effecting
immediate results. It will not only
hold the rupture perfectly but increase the circulation, strengthens
the weakened parts, thereby closing
the opening in ten days on the average case. regardless of heavy
lifting, straining or any position the
body may assume no matter the
Mc or Toestlan. A nationally known
scientific method. No under straps
or cumbersome arrangements and
absolutely no medicines or medical
treatments
Mr. Rhevnan will be glad to dam-s onstratectgithast charge.
•
Add. 6619 N 'A rtesian Ave.. Chicago.
Large incisional Hernia or rupture
following surgical operation especi-se ally solicited.

--Daghtfully delicious food! Makes- you.like-to-dance
music! Two rwell Boor shows nighdyl And all for as
little as two or three dollars per couple!
Won't you drop in soon—and see for yourseif how
such fan you can have in the Bluegrass Room?

THE

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
•
HOME -

BROWN

HOTEL
eCarge.st and gineit

HAROLD B HARTER, M~yr

.:sri row
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1. Take off smooth

•

observed in the Service, Comfort .

and Convenience of the
.

__ _KE
.N_ - KY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date In All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
•

•

Write TURNER MILA-M, Manager
for Reservations

2. Put

on

FOR
MOTORIS11.

tires.

safe, new Royal DeLuxe tires.
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.J. N. Wit nit-Chapter Indorses Mrs. •
-.Steams For .State President Of UDC

,

Mrs. F. B. Houston Will Attend Supreme
Forest Woodmen Convention in Omaha ,

5.

Pre-Nuptial Parties
Compliment
Miss Shultz

Social Calendar

TATTOO

114

The J. k. Wifliaia Chapter 04
---4 One of the most prominent
Frieay, Jane
the United leaughte of the Con'women to attend the Supreme
The Friday afternoon bridge club
esiderace had.
--.1 Forest Woodmen Circle convention
Miss Lute Fooshee who has been
Miss Dorothy Shultz, whose Mar- has been postponed until a later
metingat the, home o*,the prest-teaching in Greensburg. Ky., for
i in Omaha June 22 to 26 will be riage to Mr. Tom Moore Williams date.
dent. Mrs. H. 'c. Cormenn Wedthe past year. has returned home
I Mrs. E. B. Houston, Murray, state will be an inteaesting event of
•
nesday afternoon, May
to spend the summer *ith her padirector of lodge activities and June 7 at the First Baptist Church,
The Wear-Helm Bible class of
, Pupils of Miss Lillian Watters
rents, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Fooshee.
this presented a reeital in the Woman's
The particular \purpose
regional committeewoman for Ken- is being delighdtely entertained the First Christian Church will
She is now employed in the office
meeting ens -lre. place in.
tucky. Mrs. Houston will take an at a series of pre-nude' parties. meet in the church parlor at 7:30
ma- Club House on Friday evening •
of Dr. 0. C. Wells..
tion and 'endorse thre the
important part in the National
On Friday evening Miss Shultz p. m.
un- May 31. at 7:30. Those who preMr. and Mrs. Bruce Maddox and
the sented the recital before the musicguished office of presedent
Institute, which will highlight the was honored guest when her pardaughter. Jackie, of Louisville,
Monday, Jane 9
5-4ay convention. and will be ac- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shultz,
Kentucky division of the United _loving audience are all advanced '
spent the week-end with his paThe Euzelian Class of the First
Daughters of the Confederacy one irfusic pupils of Miss Watters.
companied by a Kentucky delega- were hosts at a buffet supper at
rents. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Maddox.
tion of more than 30 women, in- their home. Die evening hours Baptist Church will have a buffet
Mrs. Warof its charter m
The program as presented is:
Bob Banks accompanied them home
supper at seven o'clock at
borne,
electing
District
s. Swann
ren Stanley Swann.
Manager Lois were spent Informally.
Largo-Handel. Billy Jo Caudill
to visit his brother, Dan Banks, and
Wmerfield.
Mrs. Houston will 1 Covers were laid for Miss of Mrs. Vester Orr.
and her friend. Mrs. Annie Smith
Aragonaise - Massenet. Arlene
niece, Miss Kathleen Patterson.
preside over the Eastern Regional Dorothy Shultz, Miss Jane
Schroeder. organized the. .J. N. Tucker.
xton,
Harold Farley and Mrs. Ed FreeTuesday. June
Williams Chapter at the home of
Meeting and luncheon, Tuesday, • Miss Eleance Gatlin, Miss Martha
Luilaby-Brahms, Rena aLu.
The Woodmen Circle's Ante and
man, of Nashville, Mrs. Glenn
June 24.
Iva mother. Mrs. W. -P. Gatlin Al
Lou Hayes, Miss Martha Lou Bar- July regular meetings have been
Marche Hongroise - Kowalski,
Powers, of Detroit, and Mrs. F. W.
Plaque on the beautiful Confederate Will 74 Lassiter.
The Omaha gathering will also be ber, Miss Sue Farmer, Miss Mary
Perdom, of Princeton, are at the
a celebration of the society's fiftieth Evelyn Russell. Miss /Wheel Linn. combined to be held in July in
monument on the .east side of the
TO Spring--Gries, Marjorie Aiform
of
a
picnic.
bed-side of their mother, Mrs. Hoyt
date
The
to
be
seems attests the ere= and rec- net
anniversary, and more than 2,6004 2disi Nancy Mellen, Miss Leah Wilan-hOunced later. This action was
Farley, who remains quite W.
ognition. due Mrs. Gatlin for its
women
are
expected
to
attend
&OM
liamson,
Rebecca
Miss
Robertson,
_eglisglieuS-Cesse Franck,
Mrs. Dona Foutch, of Indepens
.1
ractically_ every state, making it Mrs. E. L. Noel. Mrs. Irvan taken in deferent's, to approaching
• erection. Mrs. Swanns stmt. Maw
Lee Churchill.
denee, Mo., is a guest of her dtaghone of the largest fraternal gather- Norris. Miss Jane Shultz, Miss series of church Services In the
Eunice ,Oury. was the first presiPostilion-Godard. Barbara
ter, Mrs. LifellIe Cream, for a feet'
mei of the year. Founded in Den- Martha Sue Key and Miss Rolene Murray churches. Members- take
. dent of the chatter. With this
1-notiee that there will be no meetweeks.
„background and tradition, and -Mrs'.
ver in 1891.'the society now has Crawford.
• the Jerie-IfeeeR
-ene--Debufty.
Marion
SharMisses Mary'Elirabeth and Willie'wann's ability, the chapter is cen- borough.
more than 132.000 members in 45
.
May Redden, of Detroit, attended
fident of her election at the state
states. It has paid insurance ,beneMisses Leah Williamson and ReWednesday, June 11
Polichinelle--Rachmaninoff, Jane
the funeral of their nephew, Frank.,._
convention to be held atieraukfort
fits of nearly. $44,000,00k :7rith in- becca- Robertson were hostesses
MRS. E. B. HOUsItis
Mrs. Gregg Meier will be hostess
_
Roberts.
'Miller Redden, here last week and
•
- in November.
surance in force of more than Saturday afternoon at the home of to the Arts and Crafts Club at her
Retollections of..iJienrsa-Strauss-.
visited with their parents. Mr. and
$105,000.000- an dassets totaling the- former at a . miscellnaeous home at e:e0 P. neOther items attended to...sit, teas Thjion. Euva Nene Thurman.
•
Mrs. Sam Redden, for several days.
nearly $35.000,000.
honoring
Shultz.
shower
ConMiss
met-MR were are election - of X'•
Pu Is Concerta: Allegro non
Garden Talks
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Herndon, of
During the five-days of the Ins- tests - made diversion during the
ficers, and the planning!
'
1 of feeAdagio. Allegretto ModRallor's tattoo marks in red, white Detroit, are visiting his father, W.
titute in Omaha, many colorful atteinoon and • Miss. Robertson
_
•---etivities for the. surnmer.
Seitz. Nancy Dolly Wolfson,
distinctive
to
touch
add
and
a
blue
T.
Herndon; for two weeks.
.spectacles will be presented, in- ereertained with a clever reading.
By Mrs. W . P. Roberts
.pupil of Mrs. IVIS-ToTte---Mrs. David Plunkett spent last
this while casual daytime dress., A
cluding a parade of mbre than - -The honoree was ..invited into
rzino-Moskowski, Joan Fulweekend
in Knoxville, Tenn., with
completes
gleaming
hat
white
straw
1.500 costumed members of drill the
DELPHIN1VM
.
- dining room where a gaily
on.
her sisters, Misses Margaret and
the ensemble's charm.
teams through downtown Omaha, decorated , umbrella
suspended
et-Paderewski,
Min
Helen 1ets.
Frances Wells. Mr. Plunkett, of
I "ictor
Even casually grown delphinium and an evening pageant picturing
The Viorneres, Society of CIWthe
'above- the- table -held the many
Cr
ndo - Lassen,
Martha are . extremely hardy and make the society's
urphy, N. C., loused her there on
fifty- years of services lovely gifts. A delightful salad tian Service met Tuesday afternene
urc
The marriage of Miss Janie Seas*
urday for a short visit.
satisfactory garden plants. but if to its members and to American
plate was served by the hostessea. at the Metesodist Church with
•.ancl• Victor Furcate_ was meetly
Scenes POem-MacDowell, Marion given
Mr. and 'Mrs. A, C. Jackson and
little special considera- fraternalism.
.
•
A.-Ttrekerepiesitleng.K
hospitality
the
werein
Trieliided
-solemnized on Wednesday, June 4.
daughter. Jean Quarles, of the
tion. they reward tni grower many
Misses Dorothy Shilltr,-Jane Shultz,
at the -First Christian Chin-eh in
Mrs. L.• R. Putnam was 'Seder
Sotianitrii
National Hotel, have returned front
e4
ort,a
3r: -Allegro Mod- tunes.
Sditon..tdartha
Barber.
Lou
24.
night,
lane
Saturday
May
On
, with the- esfiTThe
e -visit at. the Harris Hotel in Rumof• 11*----045-eirrn. the
- Eleanore
Fine plants depend on sun, cirMartha Lou Hayes,, Sue Farmer, which was Intoxicants and Nar- Clinton Atkins and Mrs. Tommi -ford, -Maine.
Rev. A V Havens. r ding the
culation of air, and a rich light,
Rotten/ Crawford, Raehael Linn, cotics. Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Mrs. G. Atkins complimented Mr. and jars.
Mr.' Morris, Wayne Wilson, and
_Angle ring_ esesemessy ..--ree-eseilyalkaline soil. „TO mantatn a highCharlolte Owen. Mary Cock Boaz, C. Ashcraft. Mrs. W. J. Caplinger James Richard Barnett with a Bill Warren left far Detroit whfre
attenslants were MISS Mary Frar
alicaliete
JOH
ly
condition
Richmond;
it
Ann
is
adEleanor Gatlin.
Johnsee arid Felix Peullo.
and others _participated in a dis- household shower at the home of they are employed, Monday morn••-•
visable -to .sprinkle a light. -spew
Wiry. Evelyn Russell. Betty Bur- cussion of the local situation, con- Mr. and Mrs, Clinten Atkins near ing after a few days visit with rel-The---breM west atilt-ed.-for ,her
The
J.
•
N.
Williams
Chapter,
of
lime
agricultural
Mellen,
over
Helmer,
Nancy
the
Jennie
Soil
dick.
ativeren the county. Mr. and Mrs.
• wedding-in.-aettildireof navy Sheer
sidering steps that could be taken Gibbs' Store.
once or twice -chstih47givawing-see- United Daughter:AM the Confeder- India Lou Pryor. Audry Oliver, to cut down the number oe laW
A. J. Wilson returned with them
crepe - with --goili--•esemeories --andgifts
were
useful
nice
and
Many
acy,
Observed
Decorallone
Day on
e&Ffitql- an-arrn boustuet---ot-nsaa• son. Plants should be
_ ,,panted at May- 30 by decorating ,the Con- Martha Schultz. Mary Catherine violations in our own comeitutity
received by the honeese4k."sfrater- for a two or three, week,' visit
McCleillUid. .Margaret
Cooper.
la.attWo Set
•
nolias and baby breath Miss Johngifts were opened and admired, with Mr. and Mrs George Wilson .
federate monument inco
th
ne
fedc
eorurt
ate Madge _Patterson. Mary Frances - The -Attesting. closed ivitlijwaysir the
and Mrs. Two Cleveland - Old - established -*anti
and Mr. and Mrs. Pink Moody and
-Ion .St:Csre blaCk, ...hear • crepe with
the
by.-Itec-111eInc There were thirtg- refreshments of cookies, ice cream
square.
use
Murray.
Mathis.
Kentucky,
of
Jane
Catherine
anJohnson,
Seav,
-1Alree accessories an da corsage of
and lemonade were servetl to the family.
garden. will begin to bloom
'Ail, present
•
graves
in
the
City
Cemetery
and
the
nounce
marriage
their
'Helen
of
Christian,
Pride
Martha
and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Graham and
-white serrations.
following guests:
and will- often bloom again as many in the count us could be
daughter. Marjorie Ball Mathis. of June
Mesdames Fred
McKeel. and
daughter. Mrs. Myers Sherman,
McAlton
Mr.
Mrs Furcillo es the granddaughJam
and
in
September.
el
Mrs.
,
reached. This-ine
the graves Shultz, 'Tom Williams. Cart FerJackson. Terinesse. to Mr William
Mr. and Mrs. Goeble Scarborough visited Mr, and Mrs. W. M. Grater of Mr. and,Mrs. Lon Seay•She Marshall
Owen. ,son of Mr. and
rara, Jahn Thocoas_lriran, Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Buller. Mrs ham and family in St. Lours over
it a graduare-M-Siferray HIgh Mrs. J
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B Owen. Sr.. of NeWbern.
irP
l- %Williamson. better .Robertson, E.
the week-end. They were joined
_Meleari see
Moralar ca_sta
Cross Spann Jr.; Mr. and Mrs. -mere turiar-sarrrmt --tirzt-Wilini- ••
College.
2Fralffe
frille
1.,
nnorsuce
r. and Mrs. Sherman returned to
-,--•
,
The Wfarie
ttrotsolerrinized
Finis Sohemaker. Mr. and ?Mit
Mr. Fercillie_the son ufeMrs.
their home in Cleveland, Ohio.
Miss Shultz WILS again _hank:wee
ist Church
!mein° Of Ocean Geove. N. J.. ii May 31 at theA wedding of much interest to Verble Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. VerJames Carlton, of Detroit, visited
,Wednesday
morning when their many friends was that of Mrs. non Atkins. Mayfield, Mr.-- and
OfI
HOMEMAKERS
a senior at Murray State College. in Marion."--Arkinsas. by Rev. Paul
Misses Nancy Mellen and Martha Trixie Coleman and Mr. M. F. Mrs. Haney Kuykendall, Mr. and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert •
Misses Mare and Ruth Lassiter
After June 7. he and his-bride will Kirkland on the presence of close
Lou Hayes entertained with a Frazier- of Benton. The ceremony Mrs. Bernie Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Carlton, over the week-end. CLUB- NOTES
be at home, • at 142 Heck -Ave.'. friend& The double ring ceremony were hestemies Monday evening to.
Rev. and Mrt. J. Made jenkins
breakfast at the home of the win performed by Rev. A. F. Jabe Outland. Mr. and Mrs. Ben
was used.
the Manic Belle Hayes Circle of
Oceam Grove. N J.
were in Nashville Monday at the
former.'
.
Pool,
Miss Mathis graduated from the the First Methodist Church.
Mr.
and
McNutt.
Mrs.
Brent
BapFirst
the
pastor
Torpley.
of
Coldwater Homemakers Club
The guests- were seated at small tist Church iii Dover. Tenn., June Mrs. Lorena Marshall. Mr. and bed-side ,of Mrs. Jenkins' brother,
Jackson High School and Union
,..
The business session was conThe Coldwitee Homemakers Club
E., Jeter, Of Dresden. Tenn., wha-la...University this spring. She was a ducted. by Mrs. Rue Beak.. 114x4. held- its regular monthly meeting tables in the living room and 27 at I.
Mrs.
ne They were accom- Mrs -Grover Gibbs,Hand-made place cards panied by Mr. and Mrs. Harold Richard McNutt, Mrs. Era Slaugh- quite ill in the Vanderbilt HospitaL member of the Chi Omega sorori- J. B. Wilson was program leader in the club house May 20 with porch.
Mrs. J. I. Hosielt. of Dawson
ty, and Hypatia, honorary English and led- the devotional. Mrs. Kitty Mrs. Margaret Riley in charge of were in wedding bell design. aed Speight and Miss Georgia Speight ter. Mr. and Mrs'. Toy Phillips. Mr.
Springs, is a guest of her sisters,
flowers
used
garden
throughwere
dinner
-.
club
.
Dewey
encl.
Mrs.
Grogan,
and
Mr.
McNutt.
.
Jesse'
-end
Marshall „was guest speaker
-The Christian. Endeavor Society
the business 'session. Plans were out the rooms as decoration. Miss and
Misses Bettie anti Cappie Beale.
They %lee make their home in Mrs. Tommie Atkins.
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Win
drive by -and get them and therefore, stbuld have the support
from Noble.
where she has been she will enter Peabody College for poiritts of interest en route.
bring them back at 11:30 a. m. AU of the membership.
teaching the past year. to spend the summer term.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Wall, Misses you have to do is just telephone
the summer vacation with her paMid-week service every WedMiss Hazel Sammons left last
Atilug., nice I cunrsswc,
rents, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Fooshee. Friday for Bloomington, Ind.. for a Fay. June, and Ruth Wall, of Chi- us and we will gladly come for nesday evening at 7:30 with a
4 pounds
10c
Mrs. Rosalie Ripley, of Paducah, visit with Mr. and Mrs. John Neal, cago, were week-end guests of your children.
most helpful meeting conducted
Mrs. L. J. Wall.
We welcome you to worship with
was the guest of Miss Lula Clay- former residents
usually by various members and
of Murray.
New Red Potatoes
us.
ton Beale for the Alumni banquet
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
West
and
daughgroups of members. This is provMr. and Mrs T. A. Key and son,
No. 1, 43t pounds
10e Tuesday evening. Miss Beale will
A. E. Lassiter, pastor
Julianne,
Tenn.,
ter,
of
Paris.
were
ing to be one of the most helpful
Rudy of Detroit, bilCh., are exhave as her week-end gust Miss
pected to arrive Friday. Jun. 6. to ,Undity guests of Mr. and IHri•
mtings
ee
Of all the meetings of
Juices. 46-ounce cans
Zgher
PI_POLthe.TeM1.
Garnett
Jonas.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Watt
-CHRISTIAN
MIT
CHURCH
-the
church. Everyone is invited to
Tomato and Grapefruit
sit
their
.2nother,
-Mrs. Sulit ICey
15e
Mrs. W.
Hutton, of Dickson,
-left this week to make their hen*
Clarks Thompson, Pastor
West of Murray.
Orange Juice.
25c Tessa.. bas returned to her home .___Mrs. Ivy Thomas,
Fulton, where Mr. West has been
'Mend-Vacation Bible fIchool
Mr. and Mrs.
after .a vasit.with..her.
C. M.
_father.
supervisor,
- Vacation
S'hool opens
Bondage rbseti
daughter; r"rie
6e-vPral Cala--"'
Hood, and Mrs. Hood. Mr. and Mrs. Owen-- --Clintrner-- and
bread routes. j:if '
nial
Bible
.School-9:45
a.
"tn. 'You Monday at 8:36 a in.tut une
John L. Jones and Al Hicks, of Covella and granddaughter, DoroMr. and Mrs. G. Lawrence Jacobs, are coridally invited.
Juices. No: 2 caw
week of intense work under the
thee. of Fulton,"were guests of their
Morning Worship-10:50 a. m. At care of Principal Rev. Billy Janes,
Grapefruit
lIe Louisville, visited • Mr. and Mrs. father, R. A. Faker and cousin, of Paducah. were week-end visitors
Hood and other relatives during
in the home qa Mr. and Mrs. Vernon this service the pastor will speak atsisted by
a number. of conseHattie McLean, the past week.
Orange ,
10e the week-end.
Stubblefield, Sr.
on "WHAT SHALL WE PREACH' crated workers.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles StubbleMr. and Mrs_ Joe T. Lovett, tVells
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cull
Phillips.
of
TO A WORLD AT WAR,---NEUCereals
Everyone is invited to take part
and John Daniel Lovett, will attend field and daughter Sue. Mr. and Huntington. W. Va., were guests of TRALITY? ISOLATION"? In
con- in this school whether church
Quaker puffed wheat with vita- the meeting of the state press as- Mrs.. Raymond Hamlin and Mn, relatives in Murray last week and
nection with this service the con- members or net with a special urmins, larger and new
lee sociation at Mammoth Cave. this Dewey Coleman visitekip Detroit attended the graduation of their gregation •ivila
be given iulAiiipor- gent invitation to those ranging
over the week-end.
-.niece, Miss Mary Martha Farmer, tunity Tii-ifienress itselnon this
Kellogg's cornflakes 2- • psduiges week-end'
in age from fotir through 113,
Miss
Lucille
Mr.
Pollard
and
Mrs.
has
returned
Freeman
Wilford
Murray
from
High
School.
question which is of necessity upand bowl _
Sc
The sshool will ,close each day
from Greenville, Ky , where she and daughters. Frances, Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. W.. S. Johnston and permost in the minds of thoupromptly at 11 o'clotk.
Heinz. rice flakes .
lee taught the past year. and is with Nell, and Loretta Faae, of Akron. Mrs. Paul Johnitton. of Paducah. sands of rqinisters.
On the ardor
Transportation has been arranged
Ohio, were week-end guests of Mrs. and Mrs.., Edmond Storrie, of Lou- of service
her parents, Mr. and
Kix, 2 packages
25e
ballots containing, the and will be announced in all the
Pollard.. Wilferd's- father. .Cenisland Over- isville. spent - Friday night 'airlth following questions will
furnbe
terVitet of the churehMiss LliffelitSIterre,"'of "Frank- by, and -31W Overby, at Hotel Free- Mrs. Norman Klapp at her home ished:
Seed beans and buuerbeana
f
_
a
, .
.Sam P-Mastia, pastor ,
reek-end -guest of
PP SiSAISII Sixth St.
posork
.115c; 2 lb*.
Sie fort. was
1. Shall `the- Preacher make the
FRESH FRUITS &014
her moth*. Mrs. D:„H. Siress.
-GETABLES
Mrs. Abnit Wilford, of Sedalia.: Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Cox, --an-ci
Basbel beam. aimed
lie
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon 'Stubble- was a week-end guest of Mr.. and .Billy, of Dawson Springs. visited church -a refuge from the war.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
stressing
the
peace,
topic
hope.
of
had
Tierda
as
3Y
their
.
Mn.
weeltaend
Crossland
Chtertiya
Monday.
Diuguid
Mr. and Mrs. Rex
• pima.
Mr. and Mrs, Marvin Fulaon,
Sunday. lune I, 1941
H. L. Tucker districtsupervisor love and assurance?
penal
7c guests Mr. and Mrs David 'Cald2. Shall the preacher recognize
well and' son. of Union City..
Masi Joanne Fulton, and Henry of Old Age Alsistance. has been
Rev, James D. Jenkins. pastor of
Jelly be Meow Missaelosa's,
Solon Hale, of the U. S. Naval Fulton left Tuesday morning for advised by Dr. A. Y. Lord. slate di- this as a -war on Religious Liberty the Madison
• .'• • • Sc
Heights Methodist
2-1b. jar
25c Academy, at Annaplois, is spending Glendale, Calif., where they will be rector, to report -to Louisville, Lex.; and Christian Ideate and stressing Church of Memphis. will be with
a month's' vacation with his „pa- the guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. ington, and Frankfort for a 30-day the sterner doctrines, join the cru- us for the .evening service, begine-s.. pees
lee; 12-os.
15c rents. Mr. and Mrs.:Vernon Hale.
O'Kell and Mr. and Mrs Fred course in various phases of relief sade to end the pagan ,doctrines of ning our revival- that- will omine
Mainers„ 14%-oes. in paper carMrs. Mary Gaaadner, of Bowling Howard. They will also visit paints work., Mr. Tucker will leave June the Dictators?
Ull Wednesday night; June lie The
S. Can you suggest a third course pastor will preach at the morning
'Sc Green. is the guest of Mrs. Annie of interest en route.
return to his duties here
H Young for comtnencement acsuperior to either of the above.
Mrs. W. J. Mecoy and Mrs. Mary July 5.
service, at 10:50 o'clock,
New country bone,-, pint jar. 35e tivities at the college.
If you are unable to attend this
Mr. and Mrs H. C Pogue and
Ed Mecoy Hall left today for ChiMt. bloody B. Cunningham. who
5-1b. Jug extracted honey__011e
Mrs. E. L. Noel and son, of_Lou- cago where they will, be the guests son. H. C., Jr.. of Kansas City, are service, the pastor would aware- was.with US tart year to lead oar
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I
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W.
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quessinging and to work with our chilSorghum, gallon bucket
58e
tions by mail, either to your news- dren, -will be with cis again this
and family.
Anderson, and Mr., Andirsdia"
,
*EATS
Putt gallon jug nice sorghum Gee aft and Mrs Arthur 'Farmera,,_
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hood and
Mrs. Leonard Carson and chil- _,..B•ev. A. V. alevens and Mrs. Hay- paper or to him.
year1:19Leyiles ft...al/anis of
tsaroT. dt "Boealing
7-15r-wrerarrarre-vy,"Teiii'ea --ern won aliondlty-ahere" with-^-11tererendlltr:Thornpso1rItax beer-The various congregations
ftt lbs. Lyin
of MurGreen, were week-end guests of today to spend -several weeks with
assured the cooperation of the press ray to meet with us
an dio help us
21 lbs. Murray flour
_ 75c Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood.
friei
Sd
her sister, Miss Lillian Watters.
ndi
ney .• Albert Waters, of De- in this section in his attempt he with our
musk.'
Mrs. Tom Wilkes. of Dyersburg, troit, is spending several days here answer for himself and other minMr. and Mrs. Dallas Runimager
411 lbs. Ky. Rose flour
111.25
The services will be at 10 a. m.
and children. of Jackson, Ohio, are Tenn.. is the 'guest of her daugh- with his parents, itr. and Mrs. Neva isters this important query.
and 7:45 p. m. All of God's people
.
atalb. can pare lard.
Gev't guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs ter. Mrs. Irvan Norris. and Mr. Waters.
Christian Endeavor-4:30 p. m:
are cordially invited tel meet with
inspected
Norris.
145.91 Will Starks.
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
- us during these days of the
revival.
Harmon F. Smith, of the Army,
Mr and Mrs. J. W. Glasgow. Jr.,
Prayer Service-7:30 p.
WedBulk lard, pound
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We will appreciate the cooperawho is now stationed at Manchest- of Mobile, Ala.. are guetts of their
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good
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'
.
.
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Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk was hareem ,
We Carry Armour's Banquet Beef
pear Murray. He flew from Mara Jackson. Teen., to attend corn.
.Lemons. dozen
-Saturday afternobn to members of
a"!a. cheater to Memahis. by plane, -then rnencement exercises at Lambuth
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Boyd- Houston, Of it.
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and
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an
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Knox.
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.
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neat Sunday at Russell's Chapel.
guest. Mrs. Tom Rowlett.
-. •
.Mr._ and Mrs.. Wade .lacksorL of
to. Manchester_ late Saturday- afterapries6,
_
for Rev. A. L. Piste- Charge-- Lay Week-gild.
Paducah. visited his sister. Mrs. RineTett- "received- thr 'Prize
noon.
leader
of Hazel. will bring the •
score
Pogue
and
high
Mts.
Outsfte Delitibinte. peeled
•••••••••• ••=Mrs. Lola Jones left today for De- Hubert Dunn, and Mr. Dunn; Sat3M
message.
land for second high
the sum- u.rday night .
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- third - quarterly , conference
No. 2 can Delineate
Xis troit where she will apend
delightful
The
served
hostess
a
Mr. and Mrs Tommy Lavender
greer with her sister. MISS Frankie
will be at Brooks Chapel rune 14.
HolIstnel. her niece. Miss Mary Hol- and son, of Muncie. Ind.. visited salad plate at the conclusion of Each church, should. be represent.
•
. •
- - --Jackson. and other relatives. their parents,'Mr. arid Mrs. -Jim the game.
ed.
MEAT-BOILED AND BAKED- 'Miss Myra Bagwell and Mrs. Tom Page, last week-end.
Prentice Douglas. pastor
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PORK. NICE FRYERS 'dressed for
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their master's degree this -summer. Cantor.
The Mt. ,Hebron Society of
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Dunn spent
IL L. Lax. Pastor
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of
Ann
Miss
•
Martin's
Worship Service at
Tenn. is the guest of Miss Bobs Sunday. with her parents, Mr. and Christian Service met at. the
Mrs.
W.
church
Wednesday
A.
Jackson.
afternoon.
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May
Chapel next Sunday morning at
Paris.
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o'clock
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7:45 p. am.
Mimic, and Bobby Williams will McCord. of -805- Pine St.. are spend- program waaaeresented:
Song, "Rescue the Perishing":
arrive Friday' froin Richmond. Va.. ing The week in Paducah with their
Young-isibple .meef_ at' Lynn
=
- -WHERE ELSE.WOULD YOU
for a visit in the hosne.of Mr. and great-uncle. Hub Burton, and fam- prayer. Mrs -E. H Smith; song. Grove each Sunday at 7:30 p. m:
ily.
"Thy 'Kingdom Corning"- _ Investing
Bible, study' at,Goshen each WedLO-01L
-FOR`
Mrs. Freed Cotham and children Our. Heritage for Christian Daiwa- nesday evening at !:00 O'clock
left werirresder -to visit /kr tali-infs.. liOn". by Mrs.. Brooks Doores. Mrs.
Church School at each church at
PLETE COLLECTION OF
Mr. and Mrs. O
Harrison, in Will Billingtorar Mrs. Newl Doores: 10 a. F11.. -Detroit.
Bible study: Life of Philip, by Mrs. ..arewation• Bible School art Lynn
WHITES BUT HERE?
Mr and Mrs. Buford Hurt and Elmo - Smith; Life of Thomas, by Grove June 16-20. each day from
son. Harold Thomas, spent the Mrs. Noble Fuqua; benediction,
p. m. Ali children from 4-14
week-end at Hopkinsville with Mt. Mrs. Mary Hendrick.
years are expected to 'attend/ea
and Mrs. C C:'Ray and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Cullom, of`
•
THE FAMOUS
Detrrat, are visiting his parents.
Mr. and-.,Mrs.. Jim Cullom, this
-week.
SPECTATO
Mr.
and
RS
Mrs:
Pat
Moore
and
son.
SUGAR, 10 pounds
54c
Kenneth Newton, visited his mother, Mrs. Jimmy -Moore,• in Clinton
COFFEE, Our Leader, pound
10c
Made By Paris FasSan _Pigs
over the week-end.
FLOLF1t, 18-lbs. Lynn Grove or Exclusive
$1.50
Mr. " and Mrs. Hugh Clark, of
Perennial •Favor1t
.. Etiietas come -bfek' _
Kansas City, were week-end guests
FLQUR, Red Beauty, 24-lbs.
Canned Goods • Gov't Inspected Moats
58c
.....
of her sister. Mrs.- Hubert Dunn.
every year--with more charming details! In
fond- Mr. Dttrin. Mr: etark returned
- whtte Icrtth blue. -Wan, blF6Wh:-Alt1iatO1
FL'r'ORMOSQUITO BPRAYto his home Sunday. leaving' Mrs.
Illitooth-lesther. Suede and new buck.
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for
a
longer
visit.
RN FLAKES and 2
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.._. 10c and 25c- Sizes
xlesbowl 15c
Edgar Jones. of Milan. Tenn..
Topmost
spent the week-end with his 'pa„,.. 10c and 20c sizes
FLEE-FLT
rents. Mr. and Mrs. Curt Jones,
It
with raisins
BEE BRAND
and his wife and,deugliter, who are
25c size.
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visiling here.
PEACHES, No. 2'i ii;., can
lOs,**
Mr. and Mrs. Flavius Martin and
son, Slitvius -Jr.. of Mayfield. and
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1-11e.
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44." tan
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Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bis,hop,, this
SPRAT- KILLS MOSQUITOES In Medium, Lov, and
week.
SOAP, Octagon or P & G, 7 bars
25c
Quart..
43c; Pint
.. 23c; 6 ounces .... 10c
Mrs. Harry Wright, of MetroPallts.
TEA, Lipton's, 1/4 lb. and glass
Spiked Heels
4
24c
spent several days this week With
her parents. Dr. and Mrs. O. C.
OTHER TEAS from
10c up
Wells.
MATCHES, 2 boxes
.
5c, 6 for 14€
CREAM ROTENON - KIELS INSECTS
SARDINES, 6 boxes for
25c
TRAVEL AID
SPECIAL
Makes 50 gallons
MACKEREL, 3 cans
25c
SHOWING OF SHOES
Wiggs
Waterless
SALMON, can
15c
5 pounds
•
CRACKERS, 2 pound box
13c
•
12 to pkge
•
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
21c
S. 13th St.
Phone 441
3 packages
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•
4 bars
LEMONS, nice size, dozen
18c
..
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PAGE SIX

FOUR MURRAYANS
ATTEND NATIONAL
AAUW MEETING

THE LEDGERit TINES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THURgDAY,*TEVE 5, 1941

- TEACHERS-

Lovett Is Memorial'
Continued train. _regeir -_- Day
Speaker at . ---

Leith Revival

BRING YOUR SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

Classified Ads

WITH A LONG RECORD OF I
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES-

telle McDourim- - Codeater, Mantalle 131110elt. MS__
retie Morris.'
lc PER WORD. Terms, cash in advance for each insertion. Minimum charge, 25c. An additional acHigh
Scheel
Lovett,
Joe
T.
executive
director'
;
..7.:.
counting charge of 10c will be made on all classified ads not paid for before 10 a. m. of day of issue
Almo-Charles- Baugh. -Raymond of Mid-South Chain Store Council
Durink.„ the past. Month four
Story. Guy Lovins. Lola Rye. ktr.§, end p%s state commander of the
Members •54,the Aurray Branch of
Hilda Street, Myrtle Chan/hen, Ameri
Legion. was the
the AinericA,',Aseoelation Of UnrMrs. Charles Baugh. Mrs. Raymond speaker for the Memorial principal
Day celeversity Women • ttended the, Bien-,
Story.
bration held in the city cemetery
tion of that
Mal National
Faxon-Edward
Curd. Milton at Hopkinsville•Feiday.
organization, whie
was held in
Walston, Milton Henry, Irene BranFOR SALE--2 sawmills, 1'See Bee FOR RENT-Three
The celebration
four room BABY CHICKS-Hatched weekly.
The Ledger & Times is authorCincinnati; the men rs..who atdon. Marguerite Webb. Dorotha Mc- the auspices of was held tinder hammer mill, 1 corn shelter. 'T pair furnistirertrpartment.orShower
bath, Per 100. $7.50; sack Sc,' Custom ized to announce the following
the Hopitinsviile
-tended Were ites. A. M. -Wolfson,
Nabb, Mary Elizabeth Hopson.
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I
set
oorn
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See
W
A.
electrically
equi
p.pe
d
Legion
kitchen.
post.
started
hatched,
The
with
a2.00
pet
Iday
tras.
Carr,
MurraY
Miss
candidates,
subject to the action
-Caroline
Mrs. John. W.
Hazel-Lowry
Rains, Carmon a
Kemp. Route L Murray. Ky. Ito Available first of June. Mrs. B. Hatchery, phon•-000.
parade
Winga.-- and Miss Ella'Weihing.
of the Democratic primary, SaturPacks. Kos.ka Jones, Geraldine My- cemeter/ which ended at the
W. Overbey, West Main, Phone
Fifteen hundred members attendday.
August
2, 1941:
ers, Ethel Mae Paschall. France§
ltp STREAMLINED 1041 WRECKER
Judge James Higgins of HONikins- FOR SALE and TRADE-One nice 251.
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'THIS strong serviceable pail contains five gallons of the
A sante fine quality Insulated Havoline Motor Oil as that
put up in popular quart cans. Not only is this durable container an economical and convenient way to buy, store and
pour your motor oil, but it becomes "the pail of-100 uses"
when the oil is gone. Havoline is distilledkeeps your engine clean. It's"insulated" against
heat and cold, to do a lubricating job under
extreme operating tempeghtures. Roy Insulated
Havoline by the porpail and save all 'round
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